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Editorial

T

his summer was dominated by the Covid-19 pandemic, which is still ravaging people worldwide.
At least 1 million people have now died from the virus.
This grim milestone comes only eight months after we
learned about a mysterious virus infecting people in
China. And the pandemic is currently regaining strength.
How strongly populations will be affected and with them
society and the economy, remains to be seen.
This unexpectedly virulent pandemic is putting European solidarity to the test and is a wake-up call for the
European Union. While some Member States initially retreated behind their borders, the European institutions
reacted rapidly with plausible initiatives despite the fact
that healthcare remains a national prerogative. This edition will highlight the EU’s political action and discuss
the need to prepare together for future pandemics and
modernise health and care systems in Europe.
The impact of the pandemic on the global economy can
however be measured already: a fall of more than 6%
in GDP for developed countries and at least 10% for developing countries. The economic constraints inherent
in combatting the virus will have profound economic
and social consequences and could tip countries into
permanent recession with negative repercussions on
livelihoods, tearing the fabric of society and culminating
all too often in violent demonstrations and revolt. As all
nations have different structures, there will be no global
solution, which is why only individual countries can
determine the level of constraints they impose on their
own people and the degree to which they keep their
economies open. Richer countries will be called on for
solidarity and help.
“The pandemic will change the world order” wrote Henry Kissinger on April 7th 2020 in the Wall Street Journal
and his observation is surely right. Behind the veil of
the pandemic, the world is indeed changing and there
is much evidence to indicate an acceleration of geopolitical transformations. The cracks in globalisation have
already led to an incipient cold war between China and
the United States.

China’s violations of the treaty on Hong
Kong, the increasingly shrill threats against
Taiwan, the annexation of islands in the
South China Sea and the military skirmishes at the Indian border are clear indications
that China is pursuing a policy of aggression.
The US for its part is increasingly showing
Hartmut Bühl
itself to be a less reliable partner for Europe. The current President appears to have no strategy
to control the pandemic that is causing so much harm to
his country, nor has he a policy to contain China.
Russia is far removed from democracy. Even as she
tries to assert herself as a leading international power,
her internal cohesion is founded on repression and the
spread of fear and terror.
Turkey’s leader is trying to disguise the deterioration
of his economy by claiming sovereignty over parts of
the Eastern Mediterranean, in violation of international
treaties, and is apparently ready to wage war to realise
his ambitions.
The European Union, against this background, must
show its power and adopt a higher profile. If it fails to
do so, it will be condemned to insignificance. In the face
of the multiple crises of the past months, from Belarus
to Mali, between Greece and Turkey and the conflict
in Nagorno-Karabakh, the EU must show where its
interests lie by imposing sanctions on Belarus and exerting strong diplomatic pressure on Turkey in support
of Greece and Cyprus. At the same time, it must try to
maintain a dialogue with all parties.
Covid-19 will change the world order, but within this
new order societies will be changing too, and we must
ensure that democracy and human rights are not trampled underfoot! Winning the fight against Covid-19 in
this context is a major challenge we must successfully
meet together!
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BREXIT

THE 2020 NOBEL PEACE PRIZE

Combatting the use of hunger as a weapon
(Ed/M. Newman-Tancredi, London) This
year, the Nobel Peace Prize was awarded
to the World Food Programme (WFP) “for
its efforts to combat hunger, for its contribution to bettering conditions for peace in
conflict-affected areas and for acting as a
driving force in efforts to prevent the use of
hunger as a weapon of war and conflict.”
In her announcement in Oslo on 9th October
2020, Berit Reiss-Andersen, Chair of the

The WFP brings food and assistance for close

Norwegian Nobel Committee, outlined the

to 100 million people across the world

assistance provided by the WFP, a United

photo: ©Casimiro, stock.adobe.com

Nations organisation and the world’s largest
addressing hunger and promoting food security. “The coronavirus pandemic has contributed to
a strong upsurge in the number of victims of hunger in the world”, she said, citing Yemen, the
Democratic Republic of Congo, Nigeria, South Sudan and Burkina Faso, where violent conflict
added to the pandemic has been destructive.
Highlighting the link between hunger and armed conflict, she commended the WFP for their leading
role in combining humanitarian work with peace efforts through projects in South America, Africa
and Asia, and mobilising countries to make food security an instrument of peace.
WFP Executive Director David Beasley said: “Where there is conflict, there is hunger. And where
there is hunger, there is often conflict. Today is a reminder that food security, peace and stability
go together. Without peace, we cannot achieve our global goal of zero hunger; and while there
is hunger, we will never have a peaceful world.”
web: https://bit.ly/2IFUrqt

MIGRATION AND REFUGEES

The UNHCR alarmed by the situation in Greece
(Ed/N. Cazaubon, Paris) The UN Refugee
Agency (UNHCR) published an update
on the situation in Greece, saying that
there are over 120,000 asylum-seekers
and migrants, including 4,400 children
who arrived alone in the country or where
separated from their families. On the
Greek Aegean islands, overcrowding of
the reception camps prevails: there are
The devasted Moria camp on Lesbos
around 27,200 people living in spaces
© Στράτος Μπριλάκης, stock.adobe.com
with a combined capacity of 5,500.
“Most asylum-seekers there must cope with dire living conditions and are exposed to
various security risks including sexual and gen-der-based violence”, the UNHCR states.
The situation had been persistently difficult in the Moria Reception and Identification
Centre (RIC) on Lesbos prior to the fires that devasted the camp on 9th September.
At the end of August, the Moria camp and the adjacent informal area housed around
12,000 asylum-seekers including some 4,000 children.
The UNHCR calls for more support from European countries and European Union institutions “in providing immediate protection to those most at-risk through continued resources, ensuring capacity in the country and responsibility-sharing through expedited
relocations of unaccompanied children and other vulnerable people.”
web: https://bit.ly/3lYLIOG
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Escalation in the
negotiations
(Ed/M. Newman-Tancredi, London) While
the Brexit transition period will end on
31st December 2020, progress on the key
issues of interest to the EU is still not
sufficient for an
agreement to
be reached, as
stated the EU
leaders in their
Conclusions on
Brexit of 15th
October.
At the European Brexit chief negotiator
Council press
Michel Barnier at the
conference in
European Council press
Brussels, the
conference, 15th October
Head of the
2020 photo: © European Union
Task Force
for Relations with the United Kingdom
Michel Barnier made preliminary remarks
on the status of the negotiations. He
observed that although agreement has
been reached on a range of topics [law
enforcement cooperation, aviation, access to EU programmes such as Horizon
Europe..] much remains to be decided if a
deal is to be reached on the more divisive
issues of the level playing field, governance and fisheries.
Michel Barnier said: “We are absolutely
determined to reach a fair deal with the
UK. We will do everything we can, but
not at any price. […] If you want access to
our market of 450 million people, there
must be a level playing field, free and fair
competition. It’s clear from our meeting
that there is full unity between all Member States. We will remain calm, united,
determined. […] We have got prospects of
a deal, but we need to make progress.”
A day later, in a video statement to EU
leaders, UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson said that the UK would be willing to
embrace a no-deal exit at the end of the
year unless the EU could offer Britain a
Canada-style free trade agreement.
The UK and EU teams will be optimising
the rest of the month, going between London and Brussels in the hope of negotiating an agreement by the end of October.
Video: https://bit.ly/2T7HxDC

News

COVID-19

Covid-19 response

Vaccination strategies

The central role of
digitalisation

(Ed/N. Cazaubon, Paris) On 15th October, ahead of the
European Council meeting, the European Commission presented key elements
to be taken into consideration by
Member States for their Covid-19 vaccination strategies. The Commission
encourages a coordinated approach
of strategies for the deployment of
the vaccine.
Margaritis Schinas, Vice-President for Promoting the Europephoto: ©sommersby, stock.adobe.com
an Way of Life, said: “While
the evolution of the pandemic
is getting back to March levels, our state of preparedness is not. Today we are adopting a milestone in the ongoing EU response to the Covid-19 pandemic; the aim is to
ensure safe, affordable and accessible Covid-19 vaccines for all in the EU, once they
become available.”
In line with the 17th June EU Vaccines Strategy, the European Commission and Member
States are seeking to secure the production of vaccines against Covid-19 through
Advance Purchase Agreements with vaccine producers in Europe. Any vaccine will
need the authorisation of the European Medicine Agency according to regular safety
and efficacy standards. The Commission calls on Member States to start preparing a
common vaccination strategy for vaccine deployment.

(Ed/N. Cazaubon, Paris) On 14th October, the
European Committee of the Regions (CoR)
adopted the opinion “A Strategy for Europe’s
Digital future and A Strategy for Data”. Drafted
by Mark Weinmeister (DE/EPP), Secretary
of State for European Affairs of the German
Land of Hesse, the opinion recognises the
central role of digital transformation in the
EU’s response to Covid-19.
Rapporteur Weinmeister said: “Digitalisation
must generate a noticeable benefit for people.
Therefore, in addition to the development of
digital technologies and digital skills, we also
need to take ethical, legal and socio-political
aspects into account. Smart regions – which
means connected regions – should lead to
citizens directly benefitting from the advantages of comprehensive digitalisation. And
this progress must be carried out at the same
pace in both rural and urban regions.”
The Covid-19 crisis is likely to reinforce ongoing trends in the spread of digital services,
something which is also underlined in the

web: https://bit.ly/31kQWw4

first Annual Regional and Local Barometer,
presented on 12th October by the CoR’s president Apostolos Tzitzikostas. However, the
barometer – which provides an overview of
the often very innovative initiatives taken
by local and regional authorities to face the

eHealth for beginners

challenges of the pandemic – also highlights
the tendencies towards a digital divide and
inequality.
CoR opinion: https://bit.ly/3jjw0vT
Video: https://bit.ly/2TjMolv

To our Readers
We decided to dedicate our main chapter
(pages 17-34) to the role of digitalisation
in the health and care sector. The chapter
focuses on the immediate response to the
Covid-19 pandemic but also on the need
for modernisation of Europe’s health and
care systems, overstreched by the ongoing
pandemic.
© Peter Slama

The last chapter (Pages 35-46) will highlight
in particular the civil-military cooperation in
that area.
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In the Spotlight

+++ Health crisis +++

Time for a stronger European Health Union

Health in the EU in a post-Covid-19 world
by Stella Kyriakides, Commissioner for Health and Food Safety, European Commission, Brussels

T

he Covid-19 pandemic has become the generational public
health crisis we all feared. A crisis that has changed all
aspects of life. Over the past nine months, we have witnessed
unbearable human suffering, with over a million people having
tragically lost their lives. This is not a statistic. Behind each
number is a unique story, and a family mourning the loss of a
loved one. Our economies have been devastated by the consequences of the crisis, with countless citizens losing their jobs,
and individuals and families being forced to close the businesses they spent years building. It has been a very difficult few
months for people and countries across the globe, and nobody
has been left unaffected.

We are still very much in the middle of the pandemic, and there
will be many lessons to draw from it over many years. The
foreseeable future is uncertain; however, this does not mean
that we cannot already begin to plan for the post-coronavirus
world. Out of crisis often comes opportunity. This is a once in
a lifetime chance for Europe to come closer together than ever
before and emerge as a stronger Union.

More Europe in the area of public health

In the area of health, this means putting in place the building
blocks of a European Health Union. We have seen during the
initial phase of the crisis that the EU has managed to support
Member States in an unprecedented manner, despite not having full competences. But this is not about treaties, or instituOur sense of resilience and solidarity
tions. It is about people. About lives and livelihoods.
Despite these difficult circumstances through the darkness of
When Member States closed their internal borders and imthe first phase of the pandemic, there have been a number of
posed export bans that put the circulation and availability of
beacons of light. Our healthcare systems have been put under
vital medical and protective equipment, medicinal products and
extraordinary pressure, and we continue to pay tribute to our
other essential goods at risk, we worked very closely with them
heroic frontline healthcare workers, who put themselves at risk
to remove these restrictions. We also implemented the “Green
every day to save lives and protect us all. Despite some uncerLanes”, which improved the flow of these essential goods
tain times, EU Member States have come together to solve the
across borders. When they had shortages of vital medical and
most pressing issues, such as making sure our hospitals have
personal protective equipment, we worked with our industrial
adequate supplies of essential equipment and medicines, and
partners to secure the increased production of masks, gloves,
exceptional economic support measures to mitigate the impact
tests and ventilators through joint procurements. Through
of the pandemic on our economies and societies.
our Civil Protection Mechanism, we
The EU has also been leading efforts to
repatriated over 600,000 EU citizens,
secure access to, and equal distribuand ensured that Member States could
tion of, safe and effective diagnostics,
assist each other and our neighbours.
therapeutics and vaccines to citizens
Stella Kyriakides
and countries across the globe. It has
has been the European Commissioner for
been through these difficult times that
Health and Food Safety since 1st December
Building a stronger European
our core European values have shone
2019. Previously, she worked as a clinical
Health Union
the brightest, which are our shared
psychologist in the mental health services
This is not a Union without compesense of resilience, togetherness, and
tence. It is the Union of solidarity,
of the Ministry of Health of the Republic
above all, solidarity. Citizens have
action, and clear value to the lives of
of Cyprus, in the area of child and adobeen asked to make tremendous
its citizens. Our citizens turned towards
lescent psychiatry (1979-2006). In 2006,
personal sacrifices to protect each
Europe in the darkest months of the
Ms Kyriakides was elected to the Cypriot
other, and Member States have come
crisis, asking for more Europe in the
parliament and was re-elected in 2011 and
together in an unprecedented manner
area of public health.
2016 in the Democratic Rally party, of which
to tackle the pandemic. This is the way
Setting in motion a stronger European
she was the Vice-President. In 2012, she
we will overcome this multifaceted
Health Union is not a short-term sprint,
was elected President of the Parliamentary
global crisis: as a European Union, in
but a marathon that will consist of
Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE).
union.
several steps over a prolonged period
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+++ Health crisis +++

in motion a stronger
“Setting
European Health Union is not a

short-term sprint, but a marathon”

Stella Kyriakides speaking in Brussels, September 2020

of time: building incrementally, pooling resources, sharing
expertise and facing threats together. It is fragmentation that
makes us all collectively more vulnerable.
Funding: To do this, we must make sure that over the next
several years, we have the necessary funding in place to fulfil
these ambitions, address today’s challenges and embrace
tomorrow’s opportunities. We will aim to achieve this with
the new, standalone, long-term EU4Health Programme that
we proposed in May this year. The programme aims at better
preparing Europe to react and protect its citizens for cross
border health threats in the future. It will for example strengthen national health systems, preparedness exercises and the
upskilling of medical, healthcare and public health staff. It also
will facilitate the One-Health approach covering antimicrobial
resistance and immunisation.
Specialised agencies: The next step is to reinforce our specialised agencies and empower them with a stronger mandate in
terms of crisis preparedness and management for future crises.
In November, we will put forward proposals to strengthen the
European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control and the
European Medicines Agency. Their invaluable work, expertise
and knowledge is the foundation on which our work throughout
this crisis has been built. Now is the time to make them even
stronger and more capable of tackling common threats Europe
faces. A European BARDA will be developed to add foresight,
common planning and joint procurement for medical products
our citizens need – much as we did with the European vaccines
strategy.
Modern healthcare systems: However, building a stronger
European Health Union extends far beyond crisis management.
It is also about building the healthcare systems of tomorrow
by making them more resilient and sustainable, and enabling

photo: European Union, 2020; EC Audiovisual Service/Jennifer Jacquemart

them to deliver better care for patients across the EU. This
means having the robustness, resilience and the resources
to truly make a difference on many of our health priorities,
such as tackling antimicrobial resistance, accelerating the
use of digital technologies in the provision of healthcare, and
strengthening important existing tools such as our European
Reference Networks to improve diagnosis and treatments of
rare diseases.
Beating cancer: With the EU4Health Programme, we will
also strive to deliver Europe’s Beating Cancer Plan in order
to improve access to diagnosis and screening, treatment and
care for millions of cancer patients, while reducing inequalities
across Europe. We want to be able to support and give hope to
patients and their families at every step of their journey.
Pharmaceutical strategy: In addition, our new Pharmaceutical Strategy coming later this year is an opportunity for us to
ensure and reinforce the strategic autonomy of our pharmaceutical sector and ensure access and affordability of essential
medicines for our citizens.

Learning the lessons of today’s challenges
In the end, this is what building a stronger European Health
Union means: learning the lessons of today’s challenges and
using the means at our disposal to build on tomorrow’s opportunities. Solidarity first. The Union and our citizens’ health first.
The pandemic has made us at least ask ourselves, is there
enough Europe in the area of public health? Do we need more?
We can be certain of one thing: we are stronger when we work
together. The crisis has given us a unique opportunity to build
a more resilient Union, with the protection of our citizens’
health at its core. We have the vision and the plan; it is now up
to us to make it a reality.
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In the Spotlight

+++ Migration +++

We need a large-scale relocation mechanism with the participation of all Member States

“European inaction produced Moria”
Interview with Jean Asselborn, Minister of Foreign and European Affairs
and Minister of Immigration and Asylum, Luxembourg

The European: Minister Asselborn, you are Luxembourg’s
Minister of Foreign and European Affairs and Minister for Immigration and Asylum. You are largely known in Europe as the
personality embodying the voice of solidarity and humanity.
The pictures of the situation in refugee camps and especially
the fire in Lesbos’ camp Moria, where nearly ten thousand
people – some infected with Covid-19 – vegetated and then
lost their modest shelter, has shocked European societies, but
evidently this didn’t matter to some Eastern Member States’
governments refusing even to invite refugees to join their
respective countries.
Will the new Asylum and Migration Pact, launched by the
President of the European Commission on 23th September, be
able to bridge the deep existing gorge on solidarity between
willing and unwilling Member States? Minister, what is your
first impression of this new pact?
Jean Asselborn: The point of departure is a very difficult one.
In 2015, almost all EU Member States
agreed on a mandatory relocation
mechanism. However, some individual Member States immediately
announced that they would refuse to
implement this scheme. Nowadays,
only a handful continue to voluntarily
relocate refugees. The mere concept
of European solidarity when it comes
to migration management is clearly
broken.
While I continue to believe that we should all commit to helping
the front-line countries and implement a mandatory mechanism, I also believe that the new pact could be a basis to initiate discussions between Member States and to work towards
building renewed trust among us. European inaction produced
Moria and we should do everything we can to avoid a repetition
of this. It is our European responsibility.

pean Commission put forward a new balance between solidarity and responsibility. A common space requires common
solutions. The pact promotes stricter responsibility rules for the
south. In return, Member States from the south can count on
the solidarity of other regions. Personally, I think the balance
is not there yet. The border procedures risk institutionalising
a new generation of mass camps at our borders. If we want to
avoid putting too much pressure on the borders, then we need
stronger guarantees on solidarity and in particular through
compulsory relocation. Real solidarity consists in helping to
provide international protection on a fair basis between all
Member States.
The European: The coming months will be about squaring the
circle.
Jean Asselborn: In that sense, the pact as it was presented
by the Commission is only the starting point. It will now be
up to the Council and the European
Parliament to carve out the details
and agree on an approach that would
indeed bring real change. For that to
happen, we need genuine constructive effort from all actors involved.
If some Member States reject the
Commission’s proposals, then those
States opt for merely national solutions. What they oppose is simply a
common European migration policy.
The question is then if we can continue with the Schengen
space and European financing as it stands now.

The European Commission
“put
forward a new balance
between solidarity and
responsibility.”

The European: I am wondering if the pact will bring about real
change, thinking of the obstinacy of the Visegrád Group Member States’ leaders…
Jean Asselborn: The pact is designed in a way that all parties
will find elements they like and others they do not. The Euro-
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The European: The incommodious question of the Dublin
regulations requiring the country of first entry to handle asylum
claims was maintained in the new pact. I think the Union is
conscious that the burden on these countries is too high.
Will the Union support those countries to be efficient by, for
example, EU-owned and operated means, and do you see
any chance of a consensus for a new asylum and migration
management regulation replacing the Dublin regulations as the
Commission is proposing?
Jean Asselborn: Reducing the burden, in particular on South-

+++ Migration +++

Jean Asselborn and Hartmut
Bühl after a conversation in the
Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs in Luxembourg, 2018
(MAEE archive)

photo: © MAEE

movement, I claim that all should participate. You cannot
ern European countries, is a responsibility that we as a Union
choose the advantages and refuse the burden. It seems clear to
should focus on. The idea of returning those that have no provme that a situation where only three quarters of Member States
en right to stay is only one side of the coin. In 2019, one third of
pledge return sponsorships or in-kind-support is unacceptable
all asylum applications in the EU+ area had a positive outcome.
and we need safeguards that this cannot happen. It is difficult
At the same time, many people who were given such a positive
for me to empathise with the fact that even on a matter like the
decision have been waiting to be relocated for months and
relocation of unaccompanied minors that is uncontroversial
years. This needs to be addressed urgently. EU-funded or manfor me, most Member States look away as if they do not care.
aged facilities on our external borders will be instrumental to
In the face of the tragedy in the Moria camp, some of us took
ensuring humane conditions and efficient procedures, but they
our responsibility and relocated all the unaccompanied minors
cannot be an end in themselves.
from Lesbos. Whether European solidarity can be flexible is up
Some Member States have been quick to draw their red lines
for discussion, but it cannot be partial and voluntary.
since the day the Commission came forward with its proposals.
This considerably reduces the space for a jointly agreed way
The European: Thank you, Minister, for this interview.
forward. The challenge we are facing is huge and by looking
back at the past years – and in particular the failure to reach
unanimity among the 28 at the European Council in 2018
The interview was led by Hartmut Bühl.
notably due to Austria – one might be tempted
to draw the conclusion that there is no common
ground. However, we should not end up in
history books as those who gave up before even
trying.
The new Pact on Migration and Asylum
The Commission’s proposal of 23th September 2020 is based on in-depth con-

The European: The new pact avoids compulsory
relocation quotas, the cause of continuous umbrage and a real stumbling block, stopping all
progress in the refugees’ distribution in Member
States. Might the new flexibility lead to situations where countries choose to sponsor returns
of irregular migrants (‘sponsor return’) instead
of taking in (relocate) asylum applicants?
Jean Asselborn: Let me be clear: we need an
effective and large-scale relocation mechanism
with the participation of all Member States.
As all want to benefit from Schengen and free

sultations with the European Parliament, all Member States, civil society, social
partners and business.
The main pillars of the Pact:
• More efficient and faster procedures, including pre-entry screening
• EU countries are allowed to choose how to show solidarity
(relocation/sponsor returns)
• Common EU system for returns with an effective legal framework
• Action Plan on integration and inclusion for 2021-202
• New asylum and migration management regulation replacing Dublin regulation
web: https://bit.ly/33IeZXj
video: https://bit.ly/36N984Z
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+++ Coronavirus crisis +++

Uniting our strengths, while at the same time respecting our identities

Europe and the challenge of solidarity
in the time of Covid-19
by Jean-Dominique Giuliani, Chairman of the Robert Schuman Foundation and
Chairman of the Institut Libre d’Études des Relations Internationales (ILERI), Paris

S

olidarity between the peoples of Europe is the overarching aim of European integration. Its fundamental treaties
refer to it and include it in many of their articles – the preamble
to the Treaty on European Union (TEU) makes it an official
objective: “… DESIRING to deepen the solidarity between their
peoples while respecting their history, their culture and their
traditions” (…), and in article 2, solidarity is described as one of
the “values common to the Member States”. The Treaty on the
Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) makes it a legal obligation by establishing a solidarity clause that can be referred to
by any Member State1.
Nevertheless, in times of the coronavirus, the first response
of some States was to retreat behind their borders using
their own rules. At the same time, the European institutions,
despite the few competences that have been allocated to them,
rallied together in an exceptionally rapid manner. National
governments have rapidly endeavoured to find the necessary
channels for cooperation.

European solidarity put to the test
In the first stages of the health crisis, governments did not
prioritise European solidarity and a worrying trend towards
national withdrawal immediately became the norm. It took
almost a month for Germany or Austria to receive patients in
intensive care from France or Italy, and at first Member States
even banned the export of medical equipment.
National withdrawal became particularly evident in the closure
of borders. Article 23 of the Schengen Code does indeed
authorise States, exceptionally and for a renewable period of
10 days, to close their borders in the event of a serious threat
to public order or internal security, subject to notification of
the other Member States and the Commission. However, never
since the beginnings of European construction was there such
an abrupt return to national borders, but it soon became clear
that the links forged within the internal market were stronger
than national differences and interests argued in favour of
concrete cooperation.
The chaos that reigned at the beginning of the crisis illustrates
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the lack of competence enjoyed by the common institutions
in terms of health policy2. Along with anxiety-provoking
announcements, this period was marked by sharp verbal
exchanges between diplomats and usually more moderate
politicians. Public opinion deemed that this was a failure in
terms of European integration. Once again, the question “What
is Europe doing?” was used and repeated over and over again
by those it served best.
Governments felt obliged to adopt a “national” movement initially, as a precautionary measure and one that was necessarily
backed by some unusual lockdown decisions. Much like a wave
of panic, it was fear that dictated action.
The Covid-19 pandemic also called for economic solidarity
among Member States. This is a delicate issue, especially
since, according to the Commission’s World Economic Outlook,
production in the eurozone is expected to fall by 8.7% in 2020
compared to 2019.
The differences that exist between the Member States affected
the bitter discussions between them. However, this did not
prevent the finance ministers from adopting ambitious stimulus
measures, the German chancellor and the French president
from proposing a recovery plan and then the European leaders

Europe will not be made all at
“once,
or according to a single

plan. It will be built through concrete achievements which first
create a de facto solidarity.”
Robert Schuman, 9 May 1950

+++ Coronavirus crisis +++

German police officers controlling border crossings from France to Kehl, Germany

from reaching an agreement that will allow the Commission
to borrow in order to increase its spending for the benefit of
countries in difficulty because of an external event.

Extremely real solidarity in practice

photo: ©ifeelstock, stock.adobe.com

ment-backed programmes. Europe will thus mobilise almost 
 4,000 billion to boost its economy. The scale of these
amounts shows a resolve to learn the lessons of the public debt
crisis and a shared determination on the part of the common
institutions and the Member States to take strong, swift action.

The European Commission activated the early warning system
on 7th January, the joint civil protection mechanism on 28th
What progress in and after the crisis?
January and released funds for research into a vaccine. At the
Europe learned from the debt crisis in 2011 and was able to
beginning of March, measures were put forward to redirect
respond faster to the virus in 2020. Despite the fact that this
 80 billion of structural funds towards the fight against the
often requires extensive work and difficult diplomatic discuspandemic. On 20 March, a general derogation clause from the
sions, it has also demonstrated its ability to adopt common
rules of the Stability Pact was
policies: the 21st July agreement
proposed, as well as protection
between European leaders can be
measures against “predatory”
described as truly historic.
foreign investment, measures
The best anticipation of situato facilitate access to essentions as exceptional as the one
tial medical equipment and
we have experienced is, in the
Angela Merkel
the creation of a reserve of
national interest, one that is Eusuch equipment. By 17th April,
ropean. Chancellor Angela Merkel
herself professed, “We are convinced that the nation states
500,000 Europeans had been repatriated. On 20th May, a new
will not be able to cope on their own”. She gave substance to
EU-funded diagnostic test was launched on the market. At the
this statement, which is simply a translation of the old French
same time, sectoral measures were allocated to various key
saying that “l’union fait la force” (there is strength in numbers).
activities (agriculture, health, and banking) and specific aid
It remains for us to apply it in a way that respects the specific
was decided for Africa and the Balkans.
th
nature of European integration: uniting our strengths, while at
Finally, following a bold Franco-German proposal on 27 May,
the same time respecting our identities.
EU leaders agreed on a major recovery plan on 21st July. It totals
 750bn and will reinforce the  1,074bn 7-year budget they
have also agreed on. These measures consolidate the con1 Titre VII-Solidarity Clause – Article 222
siderable facilities held by the European Central Bank (more
2 Article 5 TEU, Article 6 TFEU, Article 168 TFEU
than  1,200 billion) and come on top of any national govern-

We are convinced that the nation
“states
will not be able to cope on
their own.”
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+++ Post-Brexit +++

The move by the British government is raising serious concerns on the reliability of the UK

Damaging trust: is there still a way for
a negotiated Brexit?
by Federico Fabbrini, Full Professor of EU Law at Dublin City University
and Founding Director of the Brexit Institute, Dublin

T

he withdrawal of the United Kingdom (UK) from the
European Union (EU) on 31st January 2020 represented an
historical moment – but it did not represent the end of Brexit.
On the one hand, the Withdrawal Agreement, regulating the
terms of the UK’s exit from the EU, established an 11-month
stand-still transition period, which maintained the status quo:
under the terms of the transition, the UK continues to participate in the EU internal market and customs union until 31st
December 2020, despite being outside the EU’s institutions.
On the other hand, immediately after the formal exit date, in
February 2020, the UK and the EU started new negotiations
to flesh out the terms of their future relations: through this
process, the parties have endeavored to transform the Political
Declaration attached to the Withdrawal Agreement into a new,
legally binding partnership treaty defining the future terms of
EU-UK cooperation in areas ranging from trade to security.

Negotiations disturbed by Covid-19
Nevertheless, the negotiations between the parties have
proved extremely difficult. To begin with, the talks were
disrupted by the explosion of the coronavirus – a new, severely acute respiratory syndrome, known also by its medical

acronym Covid-19, which resulted in the largest pandemic
the world has experienced, at least since the 1918 Spanish
influenza. As a result, for most of March and April 2020
negotiations between the EU and the UK were suspended and
postponed.
Moreover, the UK and the EU put forward very different visions on the type of partnership they were seeking to achieve,
which effectively prevented them from making meaningful
progress towards a deal. In particular, while the Commission
drafted and published as early as of 18th March 2020 a full
draft text of an Agreement on the New Partnership between
the EU and the UK – with a common institutional framework
and strong guarantees of a level playing field, – on 19th May
2020 the UK released draft texts of a suite of separate and
interrelated international agreements which they wanted to
negotiate, which however contrasted with the comprehensive
approach sought by the EU and its intention to codify a commitment to a level playing field.

At odds on Ireland/Northern Ireland
Most crucially, however, besides the divergence regarding
their future relations, the UK and the EU have been at odds

Federico Fabbrini
is Full Professor of European law at the School of
Law & Government of the Dublin City University and
the Principal of the Brexit Institute. He holds a PhD
in Law from the European University Institute and
previously had academic positions in the Netherlands and Denmark. He regularly engages with EU
institutions and national governments and is the
author, among others of “Economic Governance in
Europe” (Oxford University Press 2016) as well as
the editor of “The Law & Politics of Brexit” (Oxford
University Press 2017) and “The Law & Politics
of Brexit. Volume2. The Withdrawal Agreement”
Photo:© European Union, 2017; source: EP
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(Oxford University Press 2020).

+++ Post-Brexit +++

about the implementation of the Withdrawal Agreement Protocol on Ireland / Northern Ireland.
This Protocol – which was renegotiated by UK Prime Minister
Johnson and the European Commission and agreed in October
2019 – found a solution to the grave problem of the Irish border. Specifically, to avoid a hard border, the Protocol crafted
a special status for Northern Ireland, which would remain part
of the UK constitutional territory but continue to apply all EU
rules essential to the functioning of the internal market and
customs union, effectively shifting the trade and customs bor-

withstanding any relevant international or domestic law with
which they may be incompatible or inconsistent” – including
“any provision of the Northern Ireland Protocol” or “any other
provision of the EU withdrawal agreement.”
The unprecedented step by the UK – traditionally an internationally law-abiding nation – to renege on its legally binding
obligations under the Withdrawal Agreement prompted an
international outcry. While the Speaker of the United States
House of Representatives Nancy Pelosi stated that “if the
UK did anything to undermine the Good Friday Accords, they
[...] should not even think about having a
US-UK bilateral trade agreement,” European
Commission President Ursula von der Leyen
stressed with shock that ‘pacta sunt servanda’ and called immediately for an extraordinary meeting of the EU-UK Joint Committee. In fact, on 10th September 2020, the
Commission released a statement in which
it affirmed that the EU “expects the letter
and the spirit of th[e Withdrawal] Agreement
to be fully respected. Violating the terms
of the Withdrawal Agreement would break
international law, undermine trust and put at risk the ongoing
future relationship negotiations.” As a result, the Commission intimated to the UK government to pull back the illegal
provisions of the Internal Market bill by the end of September,
and clarified that the EU would not be shy in resorting to the
“mechanisms and legal remedies to address violations of the
legal obligations contained in the [Withdrawal Agreement].”

It is certain that the move by the UK Government
“damages
trust, raising serious concerns for the
EU (and other countries worldwide) on the
reliability of the UK as an international partner.”

der from within the island of Ireland to the Irish sea. While the
application of the Protocol was subject to a periodic consent
mechanism by the Northern Ireland Legislative Assembly,
it undoubtedly established a new border between Northern
Ireland and Great Britain, which the UK government was due
to operationalise before the end of the transition period. Yet, if
the UK government was initially slow in taking steps to articulate its approach on the application of the Protocol, it has now
significantly backtracked on its commitments.
In particular, on 9th September 2020, the UK Government
introduced in the UK Parliament the UK Internal Market Bill,
which introduced provisions contrasting with the clear obligations undertaken by the UK in the Withdrawal Agreement.
In particular, while section 40 of the bill re-affirmed Northern
Ireland’s place in the UK internal market and customs union,
section 41 prohibited the UK executive from introducing “a
new kind of [Northern Ireland-Great Britain] check, control or
administrative process.” Moreover, section 42 empowered
the UK government “to dis-apply or modify export declarations” applicable by virtue of Article 5 of the Northern Ireland
Protocol (which requires Northern Irish business to file export
declarations for shipping goods towards Great Britain), and
section 43 similarly granted authority to the executive to
dis-apply Article 10 of the Northern Ireland Protocol (which
requires Northern Ireland to abide by EU state aid law). Finally, with remarkable boldness, section 45 of the bill explicitly
stated that the abovementioned provisions “have effect not-

Damaging trust … and more
It remains to be seen what the fate of the UK Internal Market
bill will be. UK Prime Minister Johnson has so far rejected the
EU’s request to withdraw the proposed legislation, despite
the decision by the Commission to start now infringement
proceedings against the UK. Nevertheless, it is certain that
the move by the UK Government damages trust, raising serious concerns for the EU (and other countries worldwide) on
the reliability of the UK as an international partner. In fact, as
the European Parliament (EP) political group leaders and the
members of the UK Coordination Group underlined in a joint
statement released on 11th September 2020, failure by the
UK to abide by its obligations in the Withdrawal Agreement
would lead the EP to block any future EU-UK agreement.
With the end of the transition period fast approaching, and
the UK’s respect for the Withdrawal Agreement dramatically
questioned, the prospects for a negotiated deal on the future
EU-UK relations also seem therefore to be quickly fading from
sight.
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+++ Health policy +++

Possibilities to better prepare for the future together

European health policy – time for review
and adaptation of the needs of all sectors
by Oliver Bruzek, Head of health policy in the management circle of the Friedrich-Ebert-Foundation, Berlin

A

n improved common EU health policy would not only
be helpful – as has become more than clear against the
background of the current pandemic – but is actually a downright vital necessity. Different approaches to the attempts at
containment and treatment of the coronavirus, or the competing procurement of personal protective and urgently required
medical equipment by Member States have led to new tensions
in Europe. In consequence, the EU has become an almost
completely uninvolved and expendable stakeholder, although
situations like the current one are perfect opportunities to
highlight the Union’s added value in a way that all of its citizens
could not fail to notice.

We need cross-border strategies in Europe
According to the European agreements, health policy is a matter for each individual country. It must not be allowed to remain
so. The reasons are obvious.
1. Pandemics do not respect national borders and must be
fought jointly across them. Granted, as a European
Commission agency, the European Centre for Disease
Prevention and Control lists the national pandemic
strategies of the Member States, but what is necessary are cross-border strategies and action plans.
2. Healthcare must not be allowed to be downgraded to
a competition within the Union; the aim must in fact
be a uniformly high standard for all. Otherwise, the
result will be new socio-economic tensions on our continent.
2. EU freedom of movement and best-possible healthcare are
two sides of the same coin. Reciprocal arrangements with
mutual agreements to take over the cost of treatments in
another country are inadequate for this; above all we need a
common standard for the exchange of important health data.
3. The fast-paced development of the technical, and therefore,
the medical possibilities is particularly great in healthcare.
This also encompasses an economic policy component
and the joint promotion of the digital health sector. It is a
decisive factor for Europe as an innovation hub competing
globally.

ing for the future together. Today’s medical progress primarily
rests on the usability of data: artificial intelligence to facilitate
better diagnostic processes, personalised medical care for
more customised services and treatments for all, as well as
the use of all available information on each citizen to optimise
their treatment. All of this can only be achieved with digitalised
processes. A uniform data privacy and security standard on the
basis of European principles is not an obstacle in this respect
and can even become a successful export product in the global
competition, provided it is applied correctly. However, it also
calls for the realisation that data economy per se cannot be the
right dictum.
The frantic search for a vaccine against the coronavirus not
only calls for adequate financial means but also particularly
for the large data volumes that modern research depends on.
Hardly anyone would disagree with the use of available data
in this context, and maybe it really is true that it takes minor
or major catastrophes for people to review their thinking. If a

more digital efforts in the
“Wehealthneedsector
if Europe wants to serve the
people in the Member States.”

The usability of data for medical progress
Attempting to bring the differing healthcare systems throughout Europe in line with each other would be unrealistic and not
at all necessary. There are other possibilities for better prepar-
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law has just been passed in Germany that makes data initially
available to government agencies only and not to the industry,
that would be the opposite of what we – all over Europe – need.
Most pharmaceutical as well as other medical research is carried out by private companies. We need more digital efforts in
this sector if Europe wants to serve the people in the Member
States.
Resolute European investment programmes for the digitalisation of GP surgeries hospitals, pharmacies as well as local
healthcare authorities or national agencies – across the different systems – could rapidly advance us further. This calls for a
uniform innovation and therefore also competition promoting
framework for pharmaceutical and health services research as
well as the offer of digital applications for physicians and patients. If the EU could successfully manage to identify the best
aspects of the U.S. approach of “meaningful use” and adopt it
throughout Europe, we would make major progress.

MAIN TOPIC:

The Covid-19 pandemic has put the healthcare systems in
Europe under extraordinary pressure. But it also has given
powerful impetus to the digital transformation of health and
care. To make the healthcare systems of tomorrow more
resilient and capable to respond to sudden and severe
health threats, digital technologies allowing broad and
secure data connectivity while respecting fundamental
rights will be key for the European Union and its Member
States.
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Healtcare systems in Europe –
time to innovate!
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The issue of health in Ursula von der Leyen’s
State of the Union speech
(Ed/nc, Paris) On 16th September 2020, the President of the European Commission, Ursula von der
Leyen, delivered her first State of the Union speech to the European Parliament in Brussels. President von der Leyen opened her speech by addressing the health crisis. She expressed her gratitude
to health workers, and then focused on the European Union’s achievements in managing the pandemic. Looking to the future, she said that it is clear to her that a stronger European Health Union has
to be built.
Excerpts from President von der Leyen’s
speech:
“One of the most courageous minds of
our times, Andrei Sakharov – a man so
admired by this House – always spoke
of his unshakeable belief in the hidden
strength of the human spirit.
In these last six months, Europeans have
shown how strong that human spirit really
is.
We saw it in the care workers who moved
into nursing homes to look after the ill
and the elderly.
In the doctors and nurses who became
family members for those in their last
breath.
In the front line workers who worked day

photo: © European Union, 2020; EC-Audiovisual service, Etienne Ansotte

after night, week after week, who took
risks so most of us didn’t have to.
We are inspired by their empathy, bravery

must now draw the first lessons from

and readiness to respond to cross-border

and sense of duty – and I want to start

the health crisis.

threats and emergencies – whether of

this speech by paying tribute to them all.

We need to make our new EU4Health

natural or deliberate origin. We need

(...)

programme future proof. This is why I

strategic stockpiling to address supply

The people of Europe are still suffering. It

had proposed to increase funding and I

chain dependencies, notably for phar-

is a period of profound anxiety for millions

am grateful that this Parliament is ready

maceutical products.

who are concerned about the health of

to fight for more funding and remedy

As a third step, it is clearer than ever that

their families, the future of their jobs or

the cuts made by the European Council.

we must discuss the question of health

simply just getting through until the end

And we need to strengthen our crisis pre-

competences. And I think this is a noble

of the month.

paredness and management of cross-bor-

and urgent task for the Conference on

The pandemic – and the uncertainty that

der health threats.

the Future of Europe.

goes with it – is not over. And the recovery

As a first step, we will propose to reinforce

And because this was a global crisis we

is still in its early stage.

and empower the European Medicines

need to learn the global lessons. This is

So our first priority is to pull each other

Agency and ECDC – our centre for disease

why, along with Prime Minister Conte and

through this. To be there for those that

prevention and control.

the Italian G20 Presidency, I will convene

need it.

As a second step, we will build a European

a Global Health Summit next year in Italy.

(…) For me, it is crystal clear – we need to

BARDA – an agency for biomedical ad-

This will show Europeans that our Union

build a stronger European Health Union.

vanced research and development. This

is there to protect all. (…) ”

And to start making this a reality, we

new agency will support our capacity

web: https://bit.ly/34HR8q9
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Video: Full speech: https://bit.ly/3iHm6ni
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Digital health is a win-win
situation for all
The Covid-19 pandemic has given powerful impetus to the
digital transformation of health and care

by Dr Roberto Viola, Director-General,
DG Connect, European Commission, Brussels

D

igital technologies promise to make the work of medical
personnel easier, including during a pandemic. In fact, the
Covid-19 pandemic has shown that data and digital technologies are key for both the EU’s and its Member States’ responses to sudden and severe health threats. Today, health is not
only about having good doctors, but also about how the use of
data and technology can complement their work, now and in
the future. But first of all, we are immensely grateful for the efforts of medical personnel during the Covid-19 crisis, who went
beyond their call of duty and saved so many lives while putting
their own lives on the line.

Combatting Covid-19
One of the greatest challenges we face today is to identify
treatments and develop as quickly as possible safe vaccines
against the new coronavirus. For this, the use of large volumes
of health data, from electronic health records to digital information on drug molecules, combined with technologies such
as artificial intelligence and high performance computing, are
proving to be very effective.
The race to find safe treatments: In the race to find effective,
safe treatments, the EU is a leading contender using its
supercomputers to accelerate the search. One example is
Exscalate4CoV, an EU-funded project that uses high performance computing to analyse large databases of known molecules, to find candidates to (re-) use against Covid-19. It already
has promising first results. The use of data and technology has
reduced this search from years to a matter of months.
Digitally powered contact tracing: Another tool in combatting
pandemics is digitally powered contact tracing. Right now,
the Commission and Member States are working together to

develop secure, mobile contact tracing applications and to ensure that such apps work across borders in the EU. 19 apps are
currently operational or being developed and an EU gateway
will soon be put in place to connect them.
Fully anonymised and aggregated mobility data: Furthermore,
as physical distancing and mobility restrictions can effectively
contribute to save lives, the Commission asked European mobile network operators to share fully anonymised and aggregated mobility data to map mobility patterns to help understand
the dynamics of the pandemic. This data can then be used to
measure the effectiveness of containment measures and tailor
them better to local circumstances.
Telehealth technologies: The pandemic has also spurred
change in other areas of healthcare. One example is the use of
telehealth technologies, which have seen a rapid uptake across
the EU. These technologies enable citizens, such as those with
chronic conditions, to maintain active contact with doctors
while remaining safely in their own homes.

Digital health: from now to the future
Before the pandemic, digital technologies were already helping
citizens and physicians achieve better health outcomes. They
were being used to enhance clinical care (for example in radiology diagnostics or robotic surgery), enable the remote monitoring of patients through health apps, and improve the efficiency
of hospital supply chains. Such developments are only the tip
of the iceberg – as the accessibility of high-quality health data
improves and computer capacities and data connectivity grow,
greater improvements are in store.
Better accessibility of high-quality health data will better equip
physicians to make the right call as regards treating their patients, thus leading to better health outcomes. Better accessi→ Continued on page 20
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People need to know that when they
“move,
they can securely access and
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exchange their health data should the
need arise.”
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bility to data will also empower citizens and grant them better
control over an increasingly sensitive and precious resource:
their data.
Greater computer capacities and better data connectivity will
also drive efficiency and help tackle the estimated one-fifth of
EU health spending currently deemed wasteful1. Moreover, the
hope is that with these new technologies, disease prevention
will become the norm instead of costly hospital care. This is of
particular concern as Europe’s population ages, and we need
to find innovative and sustainable healthcare solutions that
protect people’s dignity.
Such changes in healthcare technologies will also yield opportunities for the EU’s research and innovation community.
Before the pandemic, analysts predicted that the global health
data market would increase from around $14 billion in 2019
to $50-60 billion in 2025. Such an expanding market creates
opportunities for European companies, which are already often
leaders in their respective market domains.
To support these changes and developments, the Commission
has outlined its approach to promote the digital transformation
of health and care in the EU in a strategy adopted in April 2018.
Many European funds, programmes and tools are available to
help companies seize the opportunities arising in the healthcare domain as a result of digitisation. For example, the Commission will co-finance, in collaboration with Member States,
the creation of testing and experimentation facilities for digital
healthcare solutions, alongside the existing network of Digital
Innovation Hubs that support regional digital ecosystems.

Exchanging secure health data
One of the greatest achievements of the European project has
been people’s ability to move, live and work wherever they
wish in the EU. However, people need to know that when they
move, they can securely access and exchange their health data
should the need arise. To help citizens, a Recommendation was
adopted in 2019, with which the Commission aims to establish
a European Electronic Health Record exchange format with
the aim of enabling electronic health records to be exchanged
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across the EU. This Recommendation also calls for a more
effective coordination of investments in IT platforms that can
be financed through EU funding.
The sharing of personal health data is not without risk or danger. It needs to be secure, especially if the data is exchanged
across EU borders.
The EU Commission works with Member States to make sure
health data sharing is cyber secure, private and protected,
building on existing legislation such as the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the emerging framework for
cybersecurity, as well as working to deploy a secure infrastructure. To this end, the Commission is investing in innovative
infrastructure under Horizon 2020 and proposes to deploy
technologies that show promise under the forthcoming Digital
Europe Programme.
Health related data can also greatly enrich research efforts to
help fight disease. The EU has several initiatives in this respect.
For example, the Commission is developing a large database
of anonymised cancer images through dedicated Horizon 2020
projects. Another example is genomic data that allows us to
better understand diseases, speed up diagnosis time of rare
genetic conditions, and develop targeted and personalised
treatments. The ‘1+ Million Genomes’ initiative of the Member
States and coordinated by the Commission aims to make at
least one million sequenced genomes in the EU by 2022 by
interlinking EU datasets securely and making them accessible
for analysis.
All of these data sources – of course, in an anonymised and
GDPR-compliant way – will feed into a new European health

Health care in the European Union – time to innovate

data space, which will enable better healthcare provision, more
innovations and improved policy-making.
In addition, to mitigate the far-reaching consequences of disinformation such as an erosion of citizens’ trust, the Commission
established the High-Level Expert Group to tackle disinformation in 2018 and laid out an action plan. One of the core
elements of this effort is the European Digital Media Observatory, which raises awareness, empowers citizens to respond to
disinformation online, and coordinates responses with online
platforms and the industry. By voluntarily adhering to the
established Code of Practice on Disinformation, leading digital
platforms are joining the fight against disinformation.
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Conclusion
Although its importance was already clear, the Covid-19 pandemic has given powerful impetus to the digital transformation
of health and care. It is clear we are in the middle of revolutionary changes in medicine and technology. To make the European healthcare ecosystem ‘fit for the digital age’, we need to
accelerate this process across the EU. With the recent agreement on a new Multi-Annual Financial Framework, we have now
the means to power this acceleration.
1 Health at a Glance: Europe 2018. State of Health in the EU Cycle. OECD/European Union

Shaping Europe’s Digital Future
Key actions for an open, democratic and sustainable society, outlined in the Commission
Communication on Europe’s digital future of 19th February 2020

New and revised rules to deepen the Internal Market
for Digital Services, by increasing and harmonis-

Media and audiovisual Action Plan to support digital trans-

ing the responsibilities of online platforms and

formation and competitiveness of the audiovisual and media

information service providers and reinforce the

sector, to stimulate access to quality content and media

oversight over platforms’ content policies in the

pluralism (Q4 2020).

EU. (Q4 2020, as part of the Digital
Services Act package).
A circular electronics initiative, mobilising
European Democracy Action Plan to improve

existing and new instruments in line with the

the resilience of our democratic systems,

policy framework for sustainable products

support media pluralism and address the

of the forthcoming circular economy action

threats of external intervention in European

plan, to ensure that devices are designed

elections (Q4 2020).

for durability, maintenance, dismantling,
reuse and recycling and including a right to

Destination Earth, initiative to develop

repair or upgrade to extend the lifecycle of

a high precision digital model of Earth

electronic devices and to avoid premature

(a “Digital Twin of the Earth”) that would

obsolescence (2021).

improve Europe’s environmental prediction and crisis management capabilities

The promotion of electronic health re-

(Timing: from 2021).

cords based on a common European
exchange format to give European cit-

Initiatives to achieve climate-neutral, highly

izens secure access to and exchange

energy-efficient and sustainable data centres by

Revision of eIDAS Regulation

of health data across the EU. A European

no later than 2030 and transparency measures

to improve its effectiveness,

health data space to improve safe and

for telecoms operators on their environmental

extend its benefits to the

secure accessibility of health data allowing

footprint.

private sector and promote

for targeted and faster research, diagnosis

trusted digital identities for all

and treatment ( from 2022).

Europeans (Q4 2020).
web: https://bit.ly/2Gya5DH
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A partnership for health in Europe
Joint Statement of the WHO Regional Office for Europe and the European Commission
(Ed/nc, Paris) On 14th September, the World Health Organisation

Excerpt of the WHO/EU joint statement:

Regional Office for Europe (WHO/Europe) and the European

Within the scope of these priorities, mutual interests and con-

Commission issued a joint statement in the context of the

sidering the need for value added, we will aim to pool efforts to

70th annual session of the WHO’s Regional Committee for

improve human health across the region and actively support

Europe, announcing that they will deepen their already strong

countries in achieving the highest level of health and health

collaboration in the area of health and adapt it to new health

protection. We will also aim to exchange information and best

priorities and emerging challenges. The document entitled “A

practices, consult with each other, coordinate activities through

deeper and result-oriented partnership for health in Europe”

regular dialogues, seek synergies and consider joint actions

calls for closer partnership between WHO/Europe and the

and initiatives. A more concrete plan outlining projects and

European Commission in five priority areas of shared interest:

steps of our cooperation will be developed.”

• health security against health emergencies and other threats;
• effective, accessible, resilient and innovative health systems;
• a comprehensive response to noncommunicable diseases
with a focus on cancer;
• sustainable food systems and health;
• health cooperation with non-European Union countries in
the WHO European Region.

web: https://bit.ly/3o1tOwB

Questions to the WHO Regional Director for Europe
On the occasion of a virtual press
briefing on 16th October, Deputy
Editor-in-Chief Nannette Cazaubon
questioned the WHO Regional Director
for Europe, Dr Hans Henri P. Kluge,
about digital health.

Dr Kluge also mentioned Prevention and said that “we have been
saying for a long time that the
health system has to be better
balanced between curative care
and prevention and promotion.”

On whether he also sees critical
issues with, for example, data
protection, and if he thinks
WHO Regional Director Dr Kluge during the
th
that our societies in Europe are
online press briefing of 16 October
ready to use the full potential of
photo: ESDU/screenshot
digital health, Dr Kluge stated
that in Covid times there are an
additional two challenging “Ps”:
Privacy and digital Poverty. He said: “that is where the
In answer to the question of whether digitalisation in
WHO has the comparative advantage to ensure that durhealthcare, especially during the Covid-19 pandemic, has
ing the implementation of innovations, we leave no one
proven to be useful, he answered: “Yes, absolutely!” He
behind.” He added: “we have a lot of very good examples,
added that before Covid-19 too there were several “Ps” to
but also a lot of work to do regarding to what we call
be looked at:
governance.”
The first is the Paradigm shift that eHealth and digital
health is helping with.
The WHO Regional Director underlined that digital health
The second is People who must be at the centre of a
is a tool and not a goal in itself, and that “we cannot see
health system and should have easy access to it.
health data separate from the strengthening of our basic
The third is healthcare Professionals who should have
health information systems.”
access to connected files with patient data.
Dr Kluge stated that digital health
is a question very close to his heart,
underlining that digital health and innovation is one of the 4 flagship areas
in the European Programme of Work
2020-2025, which was adopted by the
53 Member States mid-September.
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Vaccination is an important prerequisite for future human health

Covid-19: after the pandemic
is before the next

photo: Stiftung Universitätsmedizin Essen

by Professor Dr Ulf Dittmer, Director of the
Institute for Virology, University Medicine
Essen, University of Duisburg-Essen

V

iruses are very small pathogens that cannot be seen without significant magnification. However, modern borders
do not stop these small pathogens from traveling around
the world causing massive damage to human health and
economies. We are currently still in a worldwide Sars-CoV-2
pandemic, a new coronavirus that was very likely transmitted
from an animal reservoir to humans somewhere in China. From
the original small outbreak, it took the virus only 3 months to
spread to almost every place on earth. This illustrates that it
is very difficult or maybe even impossible to stop a virus from
spreading in our highly international and interconnected world.

We can only slow down the spread
This is true for viruses that travel in infected humans but even
more for viruses that are circulated geographically by animals,
like migrating birds or mosquitos. Lessons from the swine flu
H1N1 influenza virus and the current coronavirus pandemic tell
us that we can only slow down but not stop the global spread
with containment measures, maybe with the exception of a few
island states. However, containment measures are still important because the healthcare system in many countries is unable
to handle many severely ill patients at one time and science
needs a reasonable timespan to develop novel therapeutics
and vaccines against newly emerging viruses. The current
pandemic indicates that measures like social distancing and
facemasks are effective in slowing the spread of a respiratory
virus, but that it may be difficult to convince societies to adhere
to these restrictions.
Another important lesson from Covid-19 is that each country
needs to stockpile personal protection equipment for the work-

Dr Ulf Dittmer
has been the Director of the Institute for Virology at the
University of Duisburg-Essen (UDE) since 2013 and Chair
of the West German Centre for Infectious Diseases. He
is also fellow of the American Society for Microbiology.
He was born in 1965 and studied biomedicine at the
University of Bremen and Göttingen. He earned his PhD
rer. nat. in 1995 from the University of Göttingen.

ers in their healthcare system. We already knew from the West
African Ebola outbreak that healthcare workers are at high risk
of contracting infections and that this can result in a complete
collapse of the healthcare system. However, there was still
not enough protection equipment in several countries in the
beginning of the Sars-CoV-2 pandemic, since the supply relies
too much on the production in Asia.

Field virology and platform technologies
We have also learned a very important scientific lesson from
the current pandemic. We need to know more about the viruses
that are in animal reservoirs and that have the potential to
cross the species barrier to infect humans. To get this information, we need to do field virology and study animal viruses in
more detail. This is the idea of “One Health”, which suggests
that we have to intensively study infectious diseases in animals
to better protect human health. Such studies have to be performed in international science networks, because the current
pandemic indicates that viral animal reservoirs in Asia can
also become very important for Europeans or Americans. With
the knowledge from these studies, we will be able to better
prepare the world’s science system in academia and industry to
rapidly respond to new pathogen challenges.
We need platform technologies that can be used to develop
drugs and vaccines against newly emerging viruses within a
very short time span. We can create many measures, but only
a protective vaccine taken by enough people will be able to
completely stop a viral pandemic. Covid-19 shows that we
already have some powerful vaccine platforms at hand and
that science and industry is able to develop promising vaccine
candidates within only a few months. We have to expand on
these technologies using the knowledge from field virology to
prepare for the next dangerous virus to come. We also have to
convince our societies that vaccination is not dangerous, but
very likely an important prerequisite for future human health in
this globalised and highly interconnected world.
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6

The EP points out that the option of imposing
border controls at the internal EU borders
should be a measure of last resort. However,
it recognises the option of imposing minimum
health checks and proportionate police checks
as an alternative.
The Parliament:
Points out that controls at internal
borders are a measure of last resort
and recalls that Member States should check
whether other measures may be equally or
better suited to achieving the same objective;
urges the Member States to recognise the option of imposing minimum health checks and/
or proportionate police checks as a better alternative to introducing internal border controls
and to adopt only measures which are strictly
necessary, coordinated and proportionate;”

“6.

My comment: Isn’t that an invitation for the
Commission to find a common European solution for those controls and checks?
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9

To realise common efforts in combating a pandemic like Covid-19 the resolution is asking for a
complete picture of the spread of the virus. The EP
complains that the European Centre for Disease
Prevention and Control (ECDC) is still hindered by
the high disparity in data collection and reporting.

The Parliament:
Points out that the European Centre for
Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC)
continues to highlight disparities in data collection
and data reporting by Member States; deplores
the fact that this lack of harmonisation prevents
us from having a clear and complete picture of the
spread of the virus in Europe at any one time;”

“9.

My comment: Obviously there is not enough and
harmonised digital data reporting. This should
happen quickly within Ursula von der Leyen’s
new Digital Europe Programme which focusses
on building the strategic digital capacities of the
EU and facilitating the wide deployment of digital
technologies.

Health care in the European Union – time to innovate

arliament

On 17th September 2020, the European Parliaolution on “Covid-19: EU coordination of health
ssification and the consequences for Schengen
his resolution indeed is a plead for freedom of moesolution, one could notice some fields on which
e been more stringent.
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This paragraph addresses the negative impact
of border closures on the day-to-day lives of
people living in cross border regions and calls for
cooperation at local and regional levels.
The Parliament:
Points out that the economy and
the day-to-day lives of people living
in cross-border regions have been negatively
affected by border closures and that several
Member States have introduced specific exemptions and adaptions of the rules for these
regions; calls on the Member States therefore
to pay particular attention to the specificities
of cross-border regions, where cross-border
commuting is common, and to insist on the need
to cooperate at local and regional level in such
areas, to jointly establish health mechanisms for
the coordination and exchange of information in
real time and to introduce so-called green lanes
for essential workers;”

“25.

My comment: We remember the harm and mistrust created by the closure of borders between
Germany and France. Isn’t this experience not
calling for more than a recommendation? Is
there a need for EU regulations in this area?

43-45

As the closure of internal borders could have detrimental effects
on the internal market, the EP sees a need for a commitment
of the Commission together with Member States to define and
anticipate common measures to resume the free movement of
goods and services within the internal market.

photo: ©Mike Fouque, stock.adobe.com

-19 Resolution

The Parliament:
Reiterates that it is crucial for people’s everyday lives
that essential goods such as food or medical devices
or protective equipment keep being delivered across the EU at all
times; calls on the Commission to come forward with a proposal
for an upgraded critical infrastructure directive to ensure continued free movement of essential goods and services within the
internal market in times of crisis such as a pandemic;

“43.
44.

Considers that a comprehensive strategy should be
developed in this respect in order to ensure the free
circulation of goods at all times and to avoid unilateral restrictive
measures, while taking into account public security and public
health measures;

45.

Strongly supports the Commission’s call on the Member
States to refrain from taking national measures banning
intra-EU exports of personal protective equipment or other important medical instruments or pharmaceuticals;”
My comment: Will Member States accept the banning of
national measures for intra-EU exports of personal protective
equipment or important medical instruments and pharmaceuticals, as it happened at the beginning of the Covid-19 crisis?
web: https://bit.ly/2T0yrsw
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The effectiveness of a state
depends on the confidence
generated by its leaders
Ability of leaders to generate confidence is all the more
essential as the crisis continues

by Cyrille Schott, Préfet (h.) de région,
Member of Board of EuroDéfense
France, Paris

I

f the performance of authoritarian regimes and democracies
in the face of the pandemic has been questioned, another
subject deserves consideration: that of the comparative effectiveness of unitary states and federal states. An accurate study
of the issue will require sufficient hindsight, but initial observations are possible.

Federalism: between performance and dysfunction
The federal system has the advantage of the proximity of State
power to the territories and their inhabitants and a better
consideration of the diversity of situations. On the other hand,
it can make it more difficult to define a coherent policy across
the country. It requires good consultation between the federal
government and the federated states.
In Australia, as early as March, Federal Prime Minister Scott
Morrison created a national cabinet that included the premiers
of the six federal states and the chief ministers of the two territories. This cabinet, whose aim is to “co-ordinate and provide a
coherent national response to Covid-19”, determines national
guidelines, which are supplemented by the federal states and
territories according to local conditions.

In Germany, the Chancellor holds regular meetings with the
Ministers-Presidents of the Länder, the 16 federal states, to
harmonize positions. While the debates at these meetings are
not always easy, some Länder, such as Bavaria, being committed to strict measures, others being more flexible, they will
however result in agreement on the measures adopted at the
federal level and those of each Land. At the end of the meetings, Angela Merkel appears on television, papers in hand,
to summarize the federal guidelines, the Länder, even cities,
adapting the measures to their population and the prevalence
of the virus within it.
In the face of these powerful mechanisms, the United States
and Brazil are experiencing dysfunctional federal systems: the
U.S. and Brazilian presidents have not set up a forum for consultation with the federal states. On the contrary, they do not
hesitate to oppose the powers of these states. President Trump
wields a verb that varies, regardless of the division of powers
between the federation and its members, or the creation of a
consensus with the governors of the 50 states. He called for
public vindictiveness to governors who had decided coronavirus restrictions and encouraged protests again them. President
Bolsonaro systematically downplays the severity of the virus
and criticizes federal states or cities that adopt protective
measures.

ability of states to respond to the health crisis does not depend on their
“The
political system, whether federal or unitary. What matters is the ability of

leaders to properly analyze phenomena, to create trust around them and to
bring people together.”
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The United Kingdom, without being a federal
state but close to it because of devolution, has
also suffered serious dysfunctions, linked to the
contradictory speeches of Prime Minister Boris
Johnson and his difficult relationship with the
Scottish First Minister.
So, the federal system leads to confusion in minds and confronts the different powers with their loneliness, their competition, or even their impotence. While local governance and civil
society initiatives are trying to limit the scale of the disaster,
this happens in an exceedingly difficult climate.

A unitary state facing its limits
The unitary state offers the advantage of a unified nationwide direction of maneuvering and a faster decision-making
capacity. On the other hand, it runs the risk of less considering
the diversity of territories and the desirable consultation with
decentralized communities. Korea, New Zealand or, in Europe,
Portugal and Denmark show the good results of unitary states.
In France, the State immediately stands in the heart of crisis
management, relying on the instruments of sovereignty at its
disposal. Decisions were taken for the whole country, with
a strong presidential speech, which was willing to mobilize.
First, local authority officials were hardly involved in the
decision-making process. While the centralized lock down has
been broadly effective, the role of local authorities has grown
over time, whether it was for the supply of protective equipment, the declination of measures at the end of the lock down,
or the discourse of proximity to populations. The central state
has found its limits.
The idea of differentiated management by territory has
become more and more popular. At the end of lock down, departments have been classified as areas more or less affected
by the virus and, since the outbreak resumed at the end of the
summer, restrictions, such as those for meetings or restaurants and bars, are determined according to the extent of the
contamination observed in departments and cities. The prefects, who represent the government, must consult with local

elected officials, especially the mayors, to take the decisions
best adapted to the territory. This is within the framework of
an overall leadership that remains national.

Building trust and bringing people together
The French prefects do not have the same decision-making
autonomy as the ministers-presidents of German Länder, but,
in a way, a balance has been sought, both in France and in
Germany, between what is centralized management and what
should be entrusted to territorial governance. Similarly, there
has been a rapprochement in the report to medical expertise,
with the political power listening carefully to it, but keeping its
hand in defining the policy to be followed.
In the first phase of the pandemic, the effectiveness of national
responses depended on factors other than the form, federal
or unitary, of the state: among other things, the speed of the
awareness by the leaders of the severity of the pandemic, the
promptness of the first decisions, including in the logistics
field, the early testing, the capacity of the hospitals to react,
the attitude of the populations, the chance... With regard to
the role of the State, what mattered most was the ability of
national leaders to properly analyze phenomena and to create
around them, if not unanimity, difficult in a democracy, at least
trust, both of the federated or local powers and of the people,
around the measures to be taken. In the present situation,
marked by a resumption of the pandemic, this ability of leaders
to generate confidence is all the more essential, as the crisis
continues, fatigue appears among the populations, as well as a
rejection of restrictions among certain minorities. We saw it in
Marseille with the revolt of restaurateurs and elected officials,
as well as in Berlin with the demonstration against the wearing
of masks and the attempt of some extremists to enter the
Bundestag. Societies must live with the virus. Whatever the
nature of the state, the ability of our leaders to inspire trust
must increasingly be accompanied by the fitness to establish
dialogue and bring together the elected representatives of the
people around pandemic actions. The current crisis is a test of
these capabilities among the leaders.
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Advice from industry
on efficient health
care in Europe

photo: CompuGroup Medical

The right medical information in
the right place at the right time

Interview with Frank Gotthardt, founder and CEO of CompuGroup Medical (CGM), Koblenz

H
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artmut Bühl: Mr Gotthardt, you are the founder and CEO
of CompuGroup Medical, one of the leading eHealth
companies in the world. As the new digital infrastructure for
the networking of players in the German healthcare system is
taking shape, your company has recently received approval
for the nationwide roll out of the first eHealth connector. This
will allow medical applications to be updated on this infrastructure without any need for hardware replacement. On this
occasion you declared:“the right medical information in the
right place at the right time can save peoples’ lives, prevent
suffering and help to heal diseases”. What is the philosophy
behind that?
Frank Gotthardt: Let me tell you a sad but true story. Only some
weeks ago a young man died in one of the larger German hospitals as a result of wrong medication due to a mix-up with another patient in the room. This young man was basically healthy.
He did not die of a disease but only because of this preventable
mix-up. We feel so sorry for this person, his loved ones and
also for the health care professional who made the mistake.
We are convinced that the right medical information in the right
place at the right time provided by an efficient digital information system could have saved this young man’s life.

Hartmut Bühl: What do you see as the remedies for this
situation?
Frank Gotthardt: This is just one simple but revealing example
of a larger issue: missing information links at critical points
in time – missing medical information that should catch the
practitioner’s eye and attract his attention. We have to look at
the patient’s whole journey and every one of us has examples
from our own experience of missing information. These missing
links have to be closed – and often this can only be achieved
efficiently with digitalisation.
Our vision is that nobody should suffer or die because medical
information was missing at some point!

Nannette Cazaubon: But isn’t this an isolated case?
Frank Gotthardt: No, unfortunately not. According to estimates,
nearly 200,000 people in the European Union (EU) have died
because of adverse drug effects, like for example bad drug interactions. There is a general consensus that a huge proportion
of these deaths could have been avoided.

Nannette Cazaubon: But what should that be based on?
Frank Gotthardt: This eco-system must be based on the following: national governments but also the EU should focus on the
framework conditions needed to create a competitive climate
in the eHealth industry that enables innovation through the
pursuit of excellence.

Hartmut Bühl: The EU’s ambition is to become an important
player in digitalisation. Are we on the right track in Europe,
particularly in respect of digitalisation in health care?
Frank Gotthardt: I am convinced that the EU has the knowledge, the experts and the technology to compete with other
regions such as the US – we know this because we do business
there too. But the EU needs one more ingredient to become a
really important player in this game. And that is an eco-system
for innovation.

Health care in the European Union – time to innovate

Nannette Cazaubon: In other words, a focus on objectives ...
Frank Gotthardt: ...indeed, a focus on objectives: on interoperability goals, on rules for data protection and data security but
not on the concrete definitions and means of how to achieve
them. The latter, i.e. the development of eHealth products is
not a matter for governments but for the experts – the creativity
and excellence of the millions of people in European industry.
Within such a framework, European companies – well-known
and established ones like CGM in cooperation with our amazing start-up scene – will be able to develop and deploy their
strengths in a competitive global market.

than willing to adopt new tools when they can see the benefits.
The example of video consultations speaks for itself. After the
hurdles were removed and reimbursements were agreed, both
doctors and patients used this long existing technology much
more.

Hartmut Bühl: Presumably we can learn something from the
current coronavirus pandemic in respect of digitalisation in
health care. What are the factors that can accelerate the learning curve?
Frank Gotthardt: During this pandemic it has become very clear
how important it is to have a properly functioning information
system. We know from studies done by McKinsey and 
PwC/Strategy& that we are missing out on annual efficiency
gains of between 34 billion and 39 billion in Germany alone,
due to a lack of digital infrastructure in the health care system.

Hartmut Bühl: Is there anything that makes the EU special?
Frank Gotthardt: The Union has a unique promise of self-determination and freedom. The most sensitive information that
anyone holds is their personal health information. Being able
to decide whether to share this information with others, or to
donate it, is part of each person’s freedom to exercise their
self-determination. However, this need never be in conflict
with meaningful use, effectiveness, a perfect user experience
or even simplicity. Our experts in Europe are in fact trained
and experienced in bringing all these strands together and at
CompuGroup Medical we consider ourselves one of the flagships of this movement. We believe in it.

Hartmut Bühl: And these figures are also valid for “normal”
times?
Frank Gotthardt: Yes indeed, and you can easily imagine how
much more could have been achieved if digitalisation had been
more highly developed before the pandemic. We could have
had better data, better connectivity, faster exchanges, greater
support for medical decisions, more information and communication tools between health care providers and citizens.
Nannette Cazaubon: That means that digitalisation in healthcare has immense potential in terms of savings and prevention?
Frank Gotthardt: Right! And let me say what we witnessed at
the peak of the pandemic: health care professionals are more

am convinced that the EU has the
“Iknowledge,
the experts and the

technology to compete with other
regions… But the EU needs one
more ingredient to become a really
important player in this game.
And that is an eco-system for
innovation.”

Nannette Cazaubon: And what is your message to governments on these lessons learned?
Frank Gotthardt: Very simple indeed: remove hurdles and
provide fair incentives in order to harvest the “Digitalisation
Dividend”.

Hartmut Bühl: From an industry perspective, are there special
business opportunities in the European Union for you?
Frank Gotthardt: Of course, industry has to think in business
terms. Our solutions are approved by the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and we therefore have a unique selling
point that will become an export hit.
Hartmut Bühl: Mr Gotthardt, allow me one last question to sum
it all up: If the goal is to take a big leap forward in terms of the
quality, depth and coverage of healthcare digitalisation within
the EU, what needs to be done in the short term to put it into
the “fast lane”?
Frank Gotthardt: In my view, we need three factors to put
digitalisation into the “fast lane”. The first is to reduce, and
in the long run eliminate, all centrally developed or operated
government systems and instead, create a climate of competition, in which companies with millions of creative and
enthusiastic employees can vie with each other to find the best
solutions. The second is the availability of uniform guidelines
within the EU on data protection and interoperability as well
as greater incentives for the deployment of digitalisation. And,
last but not least, the third factor is support for start-ups and
small companies that develop support systems for medical
decision-making, in order to create an environment in which
healthcare providers are enabled to transfer their knowledge
and experience into the process of digitalisation.
Hartmut Bühl: Mr Gotthardt, thank you for this conversation.
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Encroachments on fundamental rights must be
measured against the principle of proportionality
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The tension between
civil rights and the
requirements of
health protection

by Dr Kirsten Kappert-Gonther MdB,
Member of the Health Committee, German
Bundestag, Berlin

G

ermany has weathered the pandemic relatively well so far.
This is in part due to the strengths of our healthcare system, for instance its good diagnostics. Nevertheless, the crisis
is far from over. Only when a vaccine or effective treatment options are available will we be able to return to normality. Until
then, we must learn to live with the virus and protect ourselves
and our fellow human beings from infection by applying rules
of distancing and hygiene.
We now know more about the virus
and how it spreads. This will allow
us to control it better. The spread of
the virus has also slowed down, but
the threat has not been eliminated.
Over the summer months, the number of cases increased, and experts
estimate that this trend will continue in autumn. In light of this, we should continue to follow the
general rules: keep your distance, wash your hands and wear
a mask. When temperatures fall again and we spend more time
indoors, differentiated and targeted preventive measures must
be taken to ensure that the health of at-risk groups is protected
and that our healthcare system is not overstretched.

between countries. In Germany, the main responsibility for
combating the epidemic rests with the Public Health Service,
i.e. the municipal health authorities. They have to ensure that
infection control measures are adhered to, that regional outbreaks are detected quickly, and that infected people and their
contacts are quickly traced.
Therefore, the Federal Government and the Länder (Germany’s
states) must provide effective support to affected municipalities and health authorities to help them cope with the
outbreaks. In addition to the Corona Warning App, additional
digital solutions are required to
make the tracking of contact persons as efficient as possible. The
focus here must be on the prompt
notification of positively tested
persons to quickly interrupt the
infection paths. To ensure that this
can be done without overburdening our health authorities, we need
a targeted testing strategy that focuses on testing in healthcare
institutions and schools, based on the traditional testing methods as well as on newer rapid tests.

in containing the virus
“Success
must not be jeopardised by
premature political decisions
regarding relaxation.”

International cooperation is key
A responsible health policy must strengthen the institutions
that are important in the fight against infection, including the
World Health Organisation (WHO). The danger of pandemics
can only be countered by coordinated and solidary cooperation
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Digital contact tracing
There has been an intense debate in Germany about the possibilities of digital support for this so-called contact tracing since
the beginning of March. This took place against the background
of highly divergent international approaches to pandemic
control. Asian countries such as China, Singapore, Taiwan and
South Korea are pursuing different goals. They evaluate both
individual and aggregated information on population move-
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ments. In Israel, secret service tracking data is used to track infected people and their contacts. The challenge in Europe was
to effectively reconcile a potentially deeply intrusive solution
with the best data protection standards. The original plans of
Federal Minister of Health Spahn for mobile phone tracking by
radio cell within the framework of the Infection Protection Act
were so half-baked, legally controversial and ineffective that
the Federal Government itself rejected them after a few weeks
of discussion. This has opened the door for measures that are
both data protection-compliant and effective.
Encroachments on fundamental rights must be limited to what
is strictly necessary and appropriate for a legitimate purpose
which must be specifically identified and limited in time. They
must be kept under constant parliamentary review in light of
these criteria and the latest scientific knowledge. Even in a
crisis, they must be measured against the principle of proportionality under the rule of law, must always be limited to the
mildest means and must not be arbitrary or discriminatory.
We consider it absolutely essential that only the legislator can
declare the beginning and end of an epidemic situation.

Respect for fundamental rights
Rapid action is clearly required in a pandemic situation.
However, democracy also includes the scrutiny and, where
necessary, correction of measures taken. Different fundamental
rights must be weighed against each other and the situation
must be constantly reviewed and reassessed. Contrary to what
some people say, it is not the relaxation of restrictions that
requires constitutional justification, but the restrictive measures themselves. Nevertheless, it must always be borne in mind
that success in containing the virus must not be jeopardised by
premature political decisions regarding relaxation.
Respect for fundamental rights is essential for social cohesion.
There must be no exclusion of people belonging to at-risk
groups. The measures must take account of the situation of

marginalised and structurally disadvantaged groups, such as
the homeless, and be responsive to their needs. Standards
of protection (distancing, access to adequate hygiene and
information) must apply equally to all, especially where the
state places people in institutions on a compulsory basis, such
as refugees who are particularly at risk of infection due to their
frequent placement in collective accommodation.
To diminish the basis for panic-mongering and conspiracy
theories, comprehensible and fact-based information on
Covid-19 and measures to combat it are necessary. Ironically,
protest against the German government’s coronavirus policy
can be attributed in part to the fact that prevention in itself was
successful and the infection rate was kept low – a “prevention
paradox”. The Federal Government and the Länder must give
more information to the population and pay particular attention to explaining the measures well. Vulnerable groups must
be given targeted information. It is essential that a pandemic
council is convened in which experts from different disciplines
evaluate and assess past and future measures. In addition,
the number of tests must be expanded in a targeted manner,
especially among teachers, educators and people working in
healthcare professions, in nursing homes or other institutions
for particularly vulnerable groups. Additional rapid tests are
also necessary.
The coronavirus crisis poses great challenges for our society
and our democratic constitutional state. Exceptional crises
require exceptional steps, and decisions are taken in this
pandemic situation with a high degree of uncertainty about the
further course of events. The rule of law must be strengthened
and always respected. For it is precisely in crises that the rule
of law proves its worth. Democratic institutions and coordination processes are its strength, not its weakness. This also
applies to civil society, which makes a decisive contribution to
overcoming the crisis with cohesion, innovative strength, and
creativity.
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The era of data-enabled healthc
will Europe become a global lea
in this area?
New technical possibilities have significantly accelerated
the pace of research and medical progress

by Dr. Klaus Esser, former CEO of Mannesmann,
Düsseldorf and former Managing Director at
General Atlantic, New York

F

or the past twenty and more years, digitalisation, smart
networks and globalisation have been huge ongoing trends
that have transformed the way we live and work, the way we
do business and even national economies all over the world at
a rapid pace. It seems unlikely that the speed of these change
processes will slow down in the near future; in fact, they are
happening increasingly faster.
These trends harbour dangers. Traditional industries and
regions left behind in the wake of the increasing competitive
pressures and many long-established companies are either
shrinking in size or disappearing altogether. People are losing
their jobs. The dramatically increased accessibility of private
data poses a massive risk to privacy and data security. However, the benefits of these three huge trends outweigh these
and other dangers a hundred times and more. If the political

discussion focuses only on dangers, it risks missing out on this
hundredfold increase of opportunities.
Digitalisation, smart networks and globalisation have also
dramatically accelerated the pace of medical progress. While
there has always been progress in medicine, now many new
and as yet unexplored fields have opened up and are therefore
matters for future research and progress. Besides a better medical research performance, data technology and smart networks
also make it possible for physicians to access data precisely
where it needs to be in order to diagnose or treat a patient.
This hugely improves the quality of the medical care that the
patients receive and is also much more economical.

The time is ripe!

What is the pace of this progress in data-enabled healthcare
within the European Union? Europe take heed: you are lagging
behind in almost all areas where digitalisation, smart networks
and online business models have propelled other countries
forward in leaps and bounds. Will digital health be the field
in which Europe at long last does better? The
conditions here are favourable!
The time is ripe: Europe desperately needs
a success story in the digital world! A few
Dr. Klaus Esser
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Health care in the European Union – time to innovate

care:
ader

Digital health in the EU
Communication and working document on
digital health and care
On 25th April 2018, in line with the Commission’s Digital
Single Market strategy, the European Commission published
a staff working document and a communication on ”Digital
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transformation of health and care in the Digital Single Market,
empowering citizens and building a healthier society”.
Excerpt from the working document:
”eHealth, telemedicine and other digital technologies (...)
allow the capture, management and processing of large
volumes of diverse data generated from multiple sources
to create new knowledge. They enable new approaches to
personalised medicine, accelerating scientific progress, early
diagnosis and prevention of diseases and more effective
treatments. (…) Finally, the analysis of digital health data
and patient-reported data can lead to improved procedures,

a substantial advantage by the giant size of their domestic market. On the basis of this logic, it is therefore hardly surprising
that Chinese firms are doing all they can to get one up on the
Americans. The EU Member States are considerably smaller.
But hang on, does the EU not have a common market? Is it not
therefore up to the EU and the Member States to establish the
framework conditions for the creation of a European market
that is comparable in size to the US domestic market, and not
be so dramatically smaller than the Chinese one so as to defeat
comparison?
Other reasons usually cited to explain the greater success of
US companies are entrepreneurial courage, a pioneering spirit
and business environments that foster start-ups, all of which
are supposedly less so the case in Europe. It seems to me that
we are bound to see plenty of entrepreneurial courage and pioneering spirit if policymakers create the framework conditions
and provide some stimuli, not least via the media.

EU industries at the top in the digital health area
The digital health area is an eminently suitable example for an
industry in which the European Union is already in a leading position and excellently placed to develop this into global leadership. This is also extremely attractive for us Europeans: nothing
is more important to people than their health and quality of life!
We already enjoy a very good level of medical care, and plenty
of opportunities to improve its high quality even more through
research and progress! The industry whose further progress
this is about, the digital healthcare sector, is also a major one
and therefore of very high economic importance.
Individual diagnoses and treatments: Data, on the one hand
personal data and on the other big data, that can provide valuable information for individual diagnoses and treatments, can
be processed and accessed from anywhere thanks to digital
health applications. This accessibility is achieved with the help
of extensive smart networks. Establishing these networks is

reduce inefficiencies, support outcome-oriented healthcare,
promote the evidence-based assessment of innovative health
technologies, as well as improve emergency preparedness
and response to epidemics.”
web: https://bit.ly/3iCJO40
The communication identifies three priorities:
• Citizens’ secure access to their health data, also across
borders – enabling citizens to access their health data
across the EU;
• Personalised medicine through shared European data infrastructure – allowing researchers and other professionals
to pool resources (data, expertise, computing processing
and storage capacities) across the EU;
• Citizen empowerment with digital tools for user feedback
and person-centred care – using digital tools to empower
people to look after their health, stimulate prevention
and enable feedback and interaction between users and
healthcare providers.
web: https://bit.ly/34w0KnY

European Health Data Space
The Commissioner for Health and Food Safety, Stella Kyriakides, is mandated with the creation of a European Health
Data Space (EHDS), which would foster the exchange, and
sharing of different kinds of health data in the European Union,
thus, supporting the delivery of primary care, as well as the
development of new treatments, medicines, medical devices
and services. The definition of the best governance structure
is currently being discussed between the Commission and
the Member States as well as the appropriate infrastructure
for the EHDS.

→ Continued on page 34
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no trivial task, as data security and the protection of people’s
privacy are paramount when it comes to health data.
The data security aspect: The data security aspect has been resolved with technology; the issue now is the prompt financing
of the rollout to all hospitals and physicians’ surgeries in Union
countries.
The linking of data: The next step is therefore to make this
medical data, including the information associated with an
individual person, accessible wherever this patient may need
healthcare by linking the software systems to each other. This
linking of the existing data and its accessibility must be given
both within a hospital as well as between hospitals in a group
or in the same region, and the network must ultimately extend
to every hospital and all physicians. It is an untenable situation
that all consumers all over the world can access trivial content
on their smartphones but urgently needed medical data is
inaccessible because it is “filed somewhere else”.
Access of all information anywhere: Ultimately, physicians
and all other medical and nursing staff must be able to access
the data needed to provide healthcare not only when they are
at work but also anywhere from their mobile devices, i.e. when
they are at home or commuting or at the gym, wherever they
are. Again, the argument is that if everything trivial can be
accessed, then the information that is important for healthcare
must also be accessible. In technology terms, this is certainly
feasible; the data must be stored in the Cloud and the network
must be secure.

The choice for our future is up to us
In order to reach this goal, the European Union and Member
State policymakers must establish the respective framework
conditions. In the digital health area, plenty of leading companies as well as numerous start-ups within the European
Union are already prepared to continue to make good use of
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any opportunity that arises, and particularly also of the new
opportunities which the right political framework conditions
would unlock. Of the established companies, I would like to
mention Medtech from France, CMR Surgical from the UK, and
German multinationals Siemens in the imaging and diagnostics
area and CompuGroup Medical in the area of primary systems
for physicians, pharmacists and hospitals. The latter is also a
pioneer in the field of network establishment with activities in
these areas in most countries of the European Union.

we think and act as a common
“Ifmarket,
we are not small but the
same size as the US market.”

We in the European Union have a choice. We can either be like
a bunch of rabbits watching two snakes: China and the USA are
huge and will therefore dominate in all industries, and we are
small and will become increasingly smaller by comparison. Or
we could take up the gauntlet! If we think and act as a common
market, we are not small but the same size as the US market. If
we then attempted to keep up with the two giants in all areas,
we would overreach ourselves. That won’t work, but we could
pick and choose in a strategically clever way: in which industry
sectors is our initial position strong enough and our expertise
sufficiently outstanding for the developments that will happen
over the next few years? We could then focus on pushing these
sectors ahead and go for victory! There are plenty of industry
sectors where the odds are in Europe’s favour. I have introduced one of them here: data-enabled healthcare: networked,
digital, and accessible from anywhere!

Modern medical services
for the civil-military sector
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Military support to civil healthcare structures has proven
to be precious in terms of personal and technical capabilities during the ongoing coronavirus crisis. In a new
post Covid-19 reality where the level of preparedness for
rare and extreme events such as a pandemic needs to be
fostered, it is urgent to further improve national and international cooperation between military and civil health
services.
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Defence capability
development in times
of ongoing crisis
The Covid-19 challenge can only
be mastered together

by Jiří Šedivý, Chief Executive of the European
Defence Agency, Brussels

T

he Covid-19 crisis confirmed the need for military support
to civilian authorities (MCSA), including in terms of military
capabilities. This applies notably to capabilities to counter
Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) threats
but also medical capabilities devoted to the defence sector.
In more general terms, Covid-19 also confirmed the need for
highly resilient and responsive European armed forces, able to
prevent, detect and respond to multiple threats and scenarios
at the same time.
However disruptive the economic and financial impact of
Covid-19 might be, it will not eclipse the need for Member
States to strengthen Europe’s full spectrum of defence capabilities, and to do it through cooperation. On the contrary,
this crisis makes collaborative capability development even
more indispensable and urgent. Europe’s responsiveness and
preparedness will depend on its ability to make a quantum leap
in terms of cooperation.

A new post Covid-19 reality
This pandemic is far from over and the full scale of its repercussions still unpredictable. Yet, there are lessons to be learned
already now, as Europe must adjust to a new post-Covid reality.
Defence is no exception. The budgetary shockwave caused by
the pandemic may weigh heavily on some Member States’ ability to sustain existing national defence programmes, let alone
launch new ones. Which in turn threatens to further curtail
Europe’s security and defence clout.
There could also be a plus side to the crisis, though: some of
its effects might help speed up the process towards genuine EU
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defence cooperation. Looked at from this angle, this emergency
offers a unique and unexpected opportunity to make collaborative capability development the new norm in Europe. Rather
than weakening national defence forces one by one, the new
reality imposed by Covid-19 could advance European defence
as a whole.

The budgetary perspective
The follow-up costs of the pandemic are likely to squeeze
national public spending across the board for years to come,
including in the area of defence. What’s more, the fiscal
downturn hits at a time when Europe needs to invest more and
better in its security and defence. The many good reasons that
led the EU and its Member States to raise the Union’s level
of ambition on defence in 2016 and to work towards European strategic autonomy as a long-term goal are still valid. To
drop or even lower this ambition is not an option, even under
today’s exceptional circumstances, as this would seriously
undermine Europe’s security role in the world.
How to square this circle? Defence cooperation is the answer.
Europe needs more joint defence planning and capability development. This call to revitalise existing concepts such as pooling
and sharing of resources and capabilities is not new. When
defence budgets come under pressure, the smartest way for
Member States to safeguard or even increase their military resilience is to plan, develop, procure, maintain and operate their
defence equipment together. However, the related options
for cooperation, including the tools to conduct this effort in a
structured manner have to be foreseen and ready to be used.
Multinational capability development is more cost-efficient and
impactful than national solo efforts done in isolation. Money
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There are lessons to be learned already now, as Europe
“must
adjust to a new post-Covid reality.”

saved through EU cooperation can compensate for
expected cuts in defence spending, at least in the
long run. Beyond the financial benefits, cooperation also pays off thanks to increased operational
effectiveness and interoperability, for the benefit of
EU, NATO or other multinational frameworks. Joining
forces will allow those Member States under budgetary strain to do more, for their own defence and that
of Europe at the same time.

The defence planning perspective

reviewed in 2018 under EDA guidance explicitly refer to the
need to strengthen European capabilities in the CBRN domain
with a view to force protection – this crisis has nevertheless
highlighted the urgent need to do more in order to be better
prepared and equipped to deal with these kind of threats in the
future. This is another important lesson to be learned from this
dramatic experience. Given the magnitude of the challenge,
it can only be mastered together, i.e. through cooperation.
Another example of why EU defence cooperation matters now
more than ever. The same is true for other military assets that
proved extremely helpful for our Member States during the
most acute phase of the pandemic, such as medical and logistics support or cybersecurity. They, too, must stay high on our
priority list for future cooperation. Their military effectiveness
is a prerequisite to make the difference if it supports civilian
authorities in times of crisis.
Covid-19 has also confirmed the importance of maintaining
strategic local industrial production capacities able to provide
critical material of high quality and in sufficient quantities
when crises hit – in this case relatively basic commodities such
as masks or other protection utilities. This has served as a
reminder to all of us, also in the defence sector at large, that
European strategic autonomy cannot only refer to high-tech,
high-end capabilities but also to basic but indispensable industrial expertise and production capacities. Maintaining critical
industrial production capacities in Europe is thus a crucial
prerequisite for building a Europe that is a credible actor in
defence. Here too, cooperation is the way forward as Europe’s
key strategic activities can only be sustained together.

The good news is that we don’t have to start from scratch. All
instruments and processes needed to enable and manage EU
defence cooperation are already in place and ready to be used.
The European Capability Development Priorities have been
updated, including the roadmaps to guide their implementation across all planning horizons, and the Coordinated Annual
Review on Defence (CARD) provides for the first time a comprehensive picture on the European defence landscape and serves
as a pathfinder for collaborative opportunities, including in the
framework of the Permanent Structured Cooperation (PESCO)
and the European Defence Fund. PESCO, however, is more than
projects. It provides the framework to jointly prepare for the
future, taking the European Capability Development Priorities
as a baseline.
These instruments are available and provide support to prevent
the experience of the 2008 financial crisis which led to uncoordinated cuts in defence budgets and capabilities. If Member
States don’t use the full potential of the toolbox now, then
when will they?
The same applies to the European Defence Agency,
the EU hub for collaborative research and capability
development which currently hosts more than 110
research and capability programmes as well as some
Jiří Šedivý
200 other activities. Here too, Member States still
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Lessons learned
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We need the networking technology
to manage value-based medicine
for patients

A comprehensive approach for
the digitalisation of military
medical services
by Dr Arno Manfred Roßlau, Brigadier General
(ret) of the Bundeswehr Medical Corps,
Advisory Board member of the Interior
Committee of Lower Saxony, Hannover

A

fter the Covid-19 pandemic made the economy plunge, the
European heads of countries came together in July 2020
at a summit in Brussels. They agreed to stabilise the economy
with a huge investment programme in growth and technology
in Europe.
The coronavirus pandemic is going to be cataclysmic for the
digitalisation of the economy and the healthcare system. On
these aspects, Europe is focused on the right thing and is
seeking better cooperation among countries in the community.
What does this mean for the European Security and Defence
policy and what does it mean for the armed forces and their
military medical services?

New approaches to security and defence

eration between medical services at a European level.
On one hand, the primary responsibility of military medical
services is preventing and maintaining the health and fighting strength of the military, on the other, the military medical
services will strengthen and facilitate civilian interoperability
through civil-military cooperation.
The role they play in coordinating national efforts within
partner countries and supporting civilian ones are fundamental
contributions in managing a crisis in peace and wartime. In addition to these roles, medical support is one of the key planning
domains for operations. As a joint and combined service, the
military health service ought to provide operational support
to the forces. This support requires medical, pharmaceutical,
veterinary, dental, paramedical and medico-administrative
procedures, sometimes in a short timeframe.

Bridging the military medical services

As part of the future development of the Framework Nation
Concept (FNC), the general surgeons of eight European NATO
After Germany’s reunification, Europe’s security policy fundacountries signed on 2nd May 2017 a foundation document for rementally and permanently changed. In its chequered history,
a common European market existed but in
many other aspects of European policy, it was
extremely difficult to find a joint way forward.
Logistics and military medical services were
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projects is to create the European Medical
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initiative is to intensify the multinational coop-
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creating a unique European
“Inmedical
health care system on the

inforced and sustainable cooperation. By signing this Declaration of Intent (DoI), the senior officers laid the foundation for a
common element to coordinate European medical services, the
Multination Medical Coordination Centre (MMCC). The MMCC is
now operational through its continuous work as an information
hub for medical services and a platform for joint further development of military medical issues.
The MMCC’s activities have achieved a degree of interoperability between the medical services involved, which means
that the rapid deployment of a multinational medical task force
is dependent only on the political will of the people‘s representatives of the nations. The MMCC is going to work as an
independent body of voluntary cooperation between nations
outside of the NATO and EU command structure.

Data driven medical services
Military medical services are strictly data driven, e.g. in medical
treatment and support. This is the case for almost every aspect
of the introduction of evidence-based practices into a military
medical healthcare system, from the establishment of electro-medical records to the measurement of quality and the
increase of efficiency and effectiveness. The main objective to
establish contemporary value-based medicine in the military
is only possible with high technology digital networking. To
achieve requirements in a resource-constrained environment
and maintain the status quo of equities requires a constant
shuffling of resources according to priorities. There is a great
need to validate healthcare requirements to ensure appropriate
value-based medicine at home and in the field.
In order to be able to use their knowledge for the joint further
development of European medical services, new forms of
collaborative decentralising cooperation need to be developed
and established. Although this requires a rethink on the part of
all those involved, as aspects of work organisation – some of

ground, one point must be very
clear:
You cannot use yesterday’s digital
technology, you must use today’s.”

which have been practiced for decades – will give way to new
approaches, it is nevertheless necessary in the assessment of
all those involved to overcome the upcoming challenges with
the greatest possible multinational participation.
Digitalisation and decentralised networking are the conditions
of the future and Work 4.0. These are just a few of the keywords that provide an outlook on the innovations that need to
be established.

Lessons learned
On the one hand, the European military medical services of the
future must be capable of being independent actors. Therefore,
they must be able to contribute in a scenario of humanitarian
aid or the fight against global epidemics, for example. However, on the other hand, they must also be credibly capable of
providing medical care in a scenario of national or multinational defence and security with larger bodies of deployed troops,
with a high level of dynamism.
In creating a unique European medical health care system on
the ground, one point must be very clear: You cannot use
yesterday’s digital technology, you must use today’s.
That means the European Union has to establish with ingenuity the network and infrastructure for interoperability in all
directions. It will leave a bitter taste if European nations are not
able to do it.
Medicine in civilian medical services and hospitals has to face
an intensive change process, not only in regard to technology
but also, in particular, to culture. There is undeniably the digital
technology of yesterday, but what we need is today’s networking technology managing value-based medicine for patients.
As such, communication is the key discipline for successful and
sustainable transformation. At the end of the day, the redefinition of the future of medicine will give us a common spirit,
growing together in high performance in Europe.
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Covid-19 has shown the need to respond even faster and
more consistently to future crises

by Dr Ulrich Baumgärtner, Lt General (MC),
Surgeon General of the Bundeswehr Medical
Service, Koblenz

I

n comparison to other countries, the German Armed Forces,
the Bundeswehr, has had relatively few cases of the new
coronavirus. When it comes to containment and infection
prevention measures, the Bundeswehr relies on its Medical
Service. Its expertise and support capabilities make it a valued
and much sought-after partner for civil authorities.

The Bundeswehr is a valuable partner
The Bundeswehr Medical Service constantly exchanges information with other national and international institutions and
organisations. Of special importance during the pandemic is
the exchange with the Federal Ministry of Health, where three
Medical Service officers work in its situation centre, and of
course the direct contact with the Robert Koch Institute (RKI),
the central institution of the German government in the field of
disease surveillance and prevention. Professional cooperation,
including the exchange of research, allows the Medical Service
to identify critical developments at an early stage and take

appropriate measures. The scientific work of the Bundeswehr
Institute of Microbiology in Munich also helps to achieve this.
As a defence research institution of the German government,
the Institute focuses on a multitude of pathogens and biological toxins. With its special skills and knowledge, the Institute is
able to integrate scientific findings about emerging diseases,
such as Covid-19, into its own work.

A Medical Service integrated into the civilian sector
After the first Covid-19 cases appeared in Germany, a team from
the Institute of Microbiology integrated detection methods into
the diagnostic test spectrum and successfully applied them
within only five days. The Institute also diagnosed the first
Covid-19 patient in Germany. A joint research project of Charité,
München Klinik Schwabing and the Institute of Microbiology
on the spread of the virus demonstrates how the work of the
forces’ Medical Service is integrated into the civilian sector.
National structures: The four centres of the Medical Service,
which are more or less military health offices, are another
example of the significance of military support provided to civil
authorities. The Bundeswehr uses these centres as a tool for
implementing the Infection Protection Act in
the armed forces. The Supervisory Centres
deal with all aspects of infection management
and implement at regional level the applicable
laws and provisions in the military sector.
They enforce these laws and provisions
themselves, but they also cooperate closely
with civilian health offices in order to ensure a

Bundeswehr Medical Service constantly
“The
exchanges information with other national and
international institutions and organisations.”
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Military support of civil authorities
during the pandemic
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permanent exchange of information regarding local measures
in the event of verified or suspected diseases.
International structures: At the international level, the Bundeswehr also has established structures for the exchange of
information. At the beginning of the millennium, the French and
German medical services developed a multinational medical
monitoring system, out of which grew the Deployment Health
Surveillance Capability (DHSC). The DHSC is now a satellite
branch of the NATO Centre of Excellence for Military Medicine
in Budapest and evaluates regular epidemiological reports
from missions abroad. In theatre, it also serves as an important
early warning system for local Covid-19 outbreaks and epidemiological situation assessments.

Lt General (MC) Dr Ulrich Baumgärtner
has been Surgeon General of the Bundeswehr Medical Service since 2018.
Born in 1960, he studied medicine in
Heidelberg. He is a German General
Staff Officer and served in national and  
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international staff and command positions and hospitals: amongst others, as

surgeon at brigade and division level, medical adviser at the
Joint Forces Command (JFC HQ NATO) in Brunsum (20032005), Commander of Rapid Medical Response Force in
Leer (2010-2012), and Commander of the National Medical
Support Command in Weißenfels (2016-2018).

Hospitals as part of the national health system
The work of the Medical Service is also represented by the
five hospitals of the Bundeswehr which are an integral part
of the civilian clinical health system of the Federal Republic
of Germany. In accordance with the hospital bed planning
system of the individual German states, the Bundeswehr
hospitals provide treatment and nursing capacities. Bundes
wehr emergency physicians and independent medics also
work in local emergency medical services. Three Bundeswehr
hospitals have rescue helicopters whose medical crews are
provided by the forces.
During the pandemic, the Bundeswehr hospitals have prepared for and focused on the treatment of Covid-19 patients.
They have doubled the number of ventilation devices and
postponed elective interventions. They have thus concentrated all capacities on the treatment of severe cases of Covid-19
among civilian patients. At regional level, the Bundesdwehr
hospitals have coordinated their work and the flow management of Covid-19 patients with civilian hospitals.

The operations support coordination centre
All measures taken and all support services provided by the
Medical Service to cope with the Covid-19 crisis are managed
by the operations support coordination centre of the Medical
Service headquarters at the Falckenstein barracks in Koblenz.
The centre deals with all medical requests, coordinates medical support, and arranges services with other authorities. The
German Red Cross contributed to this work with a liaison element at local level during the recent height of the pandemic.
The Bundeswehr provides public health offices with medical
expertise, containment scouts for contact tracing, and swab
teams. The Medical Service also provides extensive material
support. The University Medical Centre Mainz, for example,
received three mobile X-ray systems for the diagnosis of
Covid-19. The University Hospital of Göttingen and Munich
Clinic Bogenhausen each received an operational mobile
computed tomography system.
The Medical Service offered substantial civilian administrative
assistance in the districts of Gütersloh and Warendorf in re-

sponse to the massive Covid-19 outbreak at the Tönnies meat
processing plant. For almost five weeks, 250 soldiers of the
Medical Service worked in three stationary test centres, one
mobile drive-through testing station at former Royal Air Force
Station Gütersloh as well as in 40 mobile swab teams.
The Medical Service also ensures close international cooperation through the Multinational Medical Coordination Centre/
European Medical Command (MMCC/EMC), which assumed a
coordinating role in support of the medical services of the 18
participating NATO and EU nations. On 4th September 2019,
the Koblenz-based centre achieved initial operating capability.
During the first wave of the Covid-19 pandemic, the MMCC/EMC
used its established network of military medical services in Europe for issues such as fixed-wing MEDEVAC, the availability of
medical equipment, and an exchange of experience regarding
the transportation of patients by rail. In early March 2020, the
centre organised a workshop on the military medical support
of civilian authorities in mass-casualty situations, which are
characterised by an increased number of injured or sick people.
On one day of the workshop, the participants concentrated
exclusively on the coronavirus crisis.

Training and exercise
Another MMCC/EMC project with a focus on the pandemic is
the Resilient Response 2020 war game, which will take place
from 23th to 27th November 2020. The lessons learned from the
first Covid-19 wave have been integrated into the development
of the exercise. The objective of this MMCC/EMC war game
is to help enhance medical preparation for an outbreak of an
epidemic and for any hybrid threats that may challenge our
health systems. Already prior to the pandemic, the Bundeswehr
Medical Service had established close contacts with a wide
variety of civilian and international authorities. During the
crisis, the military support of civilian authorities has increased.
The crisis has, however, also shown the need for further action
so that the Medical Service can respond faster, better and more
consistently in the future.
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A mobile lab offensive for Africa
photo: Praesens Foundation

LABPLUS AFRICA – partnering against
new emerging pandemics

by Dr Rudi Pauwels, Serial biotech entrepreneur and Founder & President of Praesens Care, Brussels;
Dr Christophe Peyrefitte, Institut Pasteur de Dakar; Tristan Simonart, EU CBRN Centres of Excellence,
European Commission, Brussels

A

s part of its Covid-19 response and under the umbrella
of the EU Centres of Excellence for Chemical, Biological,
Radiological and Nuclear risk mitigation (EU CBRN CoE), the EU
is launching the LABPLUS AFRICA offensive.
Between now and 2023, this programme will implement an
innovative approach to build an outbreak management training
centre and address unmet needs of quick and affordable
diagnostics and health services. It will include a fleet of mobile
laboratory platforms to detect, respond, control and prevent
epidemics in Africa, in particular in remote and hard-to-reach
areas.
Supporting the EU Coronavirus Global Response and the Security and Development Policy of the European Commission’s
Directorate General for International Cooperation and Development (DG DEVCO), the programme presents a series of scientific activities, preparedness and training measures aimed at
strengthening and empowering the African preparedness and
response to Covid-19 and future emerging pathogen outbreaks
on the continent.

The EU’s global solidarity
The unprecedented Covid-19 crisis clearly reveals the need to
reinforce capacities in terms of diagnostic testing, outbreak
surveillance, containment and surge capacity. Therefore, the
EU is showing its global solidarity with partner countries under
the leadership of the EU CBRN Centres of Excellence.
The objective is to make a fleet of five Mobile Labs available
in a regional approach to countries in need, to reinforce local
healthcare delivery from medical (diagnostics, therapeutics,
vaccination campaigns,...) and non-medical (health promotion, social mobilisation) services at the peripheral level of the
health system. These European state-of-the-art Mobile Labs,
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produced by Praesens Care, bring together the best class of
European technologies and partners. They are all-terrain truckbased, autonomous biosafety laboratories providing health
programmes across the patient journey, from prevention to
care, to patients in hard-to-reach regions with extremely limited
healthcare infrastructure. Quality healthcare services will be
offered through this new delivery model with integrated routine
diagnostic services (multi-disease testing and real-time reporting), primary healthcare and community engagement.

Empowering local health systems
The programme to increase mobile laboratory capacities run
by trained African teams are integrated into the local health
systems. An African Centre of Excellence located at the Institut
Pasteur de Dakar will provide high-level and innovative training
in surveillance and epidemic preparedness, intelligence, response and control. Operations will start in Senegal, west and
east Africa, but overall, this initiative will reach a large number
of African public health and research institutes. This innovative
solution has the potential to be scaled globally, bringing fieldproof solutions to patients that are traditionally underserved.
It will also empower this vast African region to develop key
African scientific and public health capabilities of its own.
Thus, this impactful programme directly reinforces the longterm partnership agreement between Africa and Europe.
Endorsed by the local ministries of health and in partnership
with local implementation partners, this fleet will be embedded
within the current healthcare system and will complement the
already existing capacities. The Mobile Labs can be operated
in regional hubs for personnel shifts, resupply and maintenance purposes. Patients are screened on the spot, samples of
suspected cases collected, tested and confirmed in the Mobile

Modern medical services for the civil-military sector

i
LABPLUS AFRICA
The programme will be implemented by the International
Science and Technology Centre (ISTC), located in Kazakhstan.
The consortium will rely on the successful partnership between
Praesens Care (PC) and the Institut Pasteur de Dakar (IPD)
that started in June 2017 and produced a proven record of
achievements and generated significant public health impact.
This new programme aims at greater patient impact on a larger
scale, placing communities at the core of care.
On the request of the Senegalese Ministry of Health, one of the
IPD-Praesens pilot Mobile Labs has recently been equipped with
Covid-19 diagnostic testing capabilities. It is currently deployed
under the leadership of the IPD Dakar in Touba, Senegal, and

Laboratory with biosafety level 3 (BSL-3) facility at Institut Pasteur

has been actively testing patients since the start of the epidemic.

de Dakar where patients samples are handeld for the diagnosis of
SARS-CoV-2

Lab as close as possible to the patients. Beyond addressing the
infrastructure and hardware needs, it will include a complete
package of training, maintenance, and as such will contribute
to real capacity building efforts in-country that will last beyond
the Covid-19 crisis, while also addressing other highly needed
health programmes like HIV, TB and Malaria.

The role of Dakar’s Institut Pasteur
Acting as a Covid-19 diagnostic regional reference laboratory
for the World Health Organization (WHO), the West African
Health Organization (WAHO), and the Africa Centres for Disease
Control and Prevention (Africa CDC), the Institut Pasteur de
Dakar (IPD) organised two training workshops in February

Dr Rudi Pauwels

Photo: Praesens Foundation

photo: Institut Pasteur de Dakar

2020 for more than 50 biologists from 23 African reference
institutions in Dakar, as well as onsite training in Rwanda and
Burkina Faso. To improve the diagnostic accessibility throughout the continent, the Africa CDC used the IPD as a logistical
hub to distribute more than 3,2m Sars-CoV-2 diagnosis kits and
reagents in 50 African countries. The IPD is also responsible for
diagnosis in Senegal, confirmatory diagnosis in Africa as well
as being the reference sequencing institution for Sars-CoV-2
isolates. In Senegal, in addition to the central laboratory in Dakar, the IPD deployed six decentralised laboratories in six major
cities to better cover testing in remote areas. Among several
international responsibilities, the IPD is evaluating diagnosis
kits distributed in Africa.
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Risk analysis is the essential core element of risk management in civil protection

The preparation to counter the next
pandemic is ongoing
by Christoph Unger, President of the Federal Office for Civil Protection and Disaster Relief, Bonn

W

hen the novel coronavirus was identified in the Chinese
city of Wuhan in early January 2020, few people expected
the virus to be declared a global pandemic by the World Health
Organisation (WHO) in March. People initially considered themselves safe in Europe. As knowledge about the virus increased,
its means of transmission and potential to spread became
clearer. This pandemic put a spotlight on mutual dependencies
and the associated vulnerability of modern societies not only in
Europe, but worldwide. No other event has caused such significant impact on a global scale since World War II. The full impact
on people’s health and the economic and social consequences
cannot be conclusively predicted. The pandemic is not yet over.
Further waves of outbreaks may hit Europe as well as the rest
of the world.

Risk analysis in crisis management

a systemic all-hazard approach to risk and crisis management
under the Civil Protection Mechanism, while devoting special
attention to the development of the EU Civil Protection Knowledge Network as a dedicated entity for aggregating, processing
and sharing knowledge and lessons learned.
We should strive to further increase our level of preparedness
for rare and extreme events such as a pandemic. The coronavirus shows that in a highly interconnected world this can only
succeed if coordinated prevention and preparedness measures
are taken at the European level, in addition to national measures.

Preparing together for the next crisis
Consequently, the coronavirus outbreak can be an opportunity to achieve improved European preparedness for crises
and future-proof European civil protection. We have a joint
responsibility to protect European citizens. Covid-19 is but one
example that high impact, low probability events must be part
of the basic considerations underlying civil protection, from
prevention to recovery.
When considering potential damaging events in advance of
their occurrence, risk analysis makes a valuable contribution
to the systematic examination of the expected consequences.
On this basis, preventive and precautionary measures can be
developed, and thus possible damage can be mitigated or
even avoided. In the future, this work will have to be taken into
account and applied even more. Despite uncertainties in times
like these one thing seems to be certain: the next crisis will
come. It is important to prepare for it – together.

The current pandemic demonstrates that extremely rare but
nevertheless conceivable events must be included in disaster
prevention considerations. In this context, risk analysis in civil
protection is a central instrument. It provides a forward-looking
and structured approach to analyse possible hazards and the
effects to be expected on the population and its livelihood, as
well as on critical infrastructure services. Risk analysis is thus
the core element of risk management and provides the basis
for successful crisis management if a hazardous event occurs.
In Germany, risk analysis has been carried out in civil protection since 2012 in accordance with the German Federal Civil
Protection and Disaster Assistance Act (ZSKG), including for the
threat of a pandemic.
The management of the coronavirus outbreak so far
has shown that the European community of solidarity is capable of acting decisively in times of a
large-scale crisis. This is not least due to the level of
joint preparedness that has already been achieved
in the past and the establishment and strengthening of instruments such as the EU Civil Protection
Mechanism. In addition, Member States have shown
tremendous solidarity through bilateral acts of
assistance. Yet, the dimension of this crisis affecting
all European Union Member States has made it challenging to respond simultaneously to all the needs
that arose.
The German Presidency of the Council of the European Union therefore attaches great importance
to systematically identifying lessons learned from
Christoph Unger honouring the 800,000th mission of the federal civil helicopter fleet
the Covid-19 pandemic. The Presidency promotes
at a press conference
photo: Alexandra Stolze, Bundespolizei
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Our hospital has thankfully not yet received any patients!

How to create a coronavirus
hospital knowing that it
might never be used
Albrecht Broemme
was the President of the Federal Agency for Technical Relief
(THW) from 2006 until his retirement in 2019. Previously,
he was Regional fire director and Head of the Berlin fire
brigade (1992-2006). In 2016, Mr Broemme was nominated
as Special Representative and Special Envoy of the German

by Albrecht Broemme, former President of
the German Disaster Relief Organisation
(THW), Berlin

I

n March 2020, when the number of persons infected with the
coronavirus started increasing in Berlin, the Senate of Berlin
decided to build up additional capacities for people infected
with Covid-19. The fear was that the city’s hospitals might be
overwhelmed. It was decided to use one of Berlin’s newer exhibition halls with the advantages of excellent road connections
and air supply ventilation and a solid concrete floor ensuring
good hygiene measures.

Perfect planning and some adventure
After only one week of planning, on 1st April, we entered the
empty exhibition hall. The ventilation system had been cleaned
and a total 4 km of traverses had been hung up high after the

Chancellor for the implementation of the EU’s Declaration
with Turkey on Migration (until 2018). In April 2020, the
Berlin Senate engaged Broemme to build in eight weeks a
hospital able to receive, if necessary, 500 Covid-19 positive
patients. In October 2020, President Steinmeier awarded
him with the Federal Republic of Germany first class Order
of Merit (Bundesverdienstkreuz 1. Klasse) for his life’s work
and his commitment to fighting the coronavirus pandemic.

cables, wires and pipes had been mounted on them. In the hall
there was a central supply of oxygen, compressed air, light and
electric power including Wi-Fi.
It took five days to set up 12,000 m2 of floor with three layers:
wooden panels, insulation and linoleum. We used three colours
for the latter: green for general care, blue for special care and
grey for corridors and secondary areas.
Thereafter the “rooms” were built by exhibition stand construc→ Continued on page 46

The Corona Treatment Centre Berlin; view from above and inside 

photos: Reiner Freese
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Test exercise in the new hospital on 10th September 2020

tors. We needed 24 beds in each cluster in the green area and
16 in the blue, amounting to a total of 488 beds.

Planners, constructors and workers did a great job
After four weeks of round the clock work, the coronavirus
hospital was completed. On 20th May, all the formal procedures
were ready to declare the former exhibition hall a hospital.
The total cost of the building, including 190 containers, was
calculated at 31m, but we finished the project 6m under
budget. To this was added the cost of medical equipment of
about 15m, including a computer tomograph, medical ventilators, mobile x-ray machines and ultrasound machines.

How to operate such a brand-new hospital…
Operating such a hospital with 488 beds requires over 1,000
medical staff. About 300 have been trained, 100 are working at
VIVANTES, the largest municipal hospital, and 200 are volun-

photo: Christian v. Polentz

teers with an ‘on-demand contract’. The rest of the personnel
will be recruited as needed. On 10th September we performed
an exercise to test the coronavirus hospital, the Standing
Operation Procedures (SOP’s), the logistics and the technical equipment. Everything worked well and the hospital was
deemed ready to receive patients.

… that will hopefully not be needed
But up to 10th October 2020, the hospital has not received any
patients. We are satisfied that we have done a good job to
prepare Berlin. The hospital’s mission to be an additional place
to treat Covid-19 patients will remain as a measure of resilience, in line with our motivation of preparedness. The hospital
might never receive any Covid-19 patient. This is our greatest
wish and satisfaction, in the same way as Berlin’s Senate, who
invested 40m in this hospital in order to be prepared to take
care of the citizens of Berlin.

i
The Corona Treatment Centre Berlin
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The focus of the hospital lays on the fun-

LOCATION: Berlin Trade Fair (Messe Berlin) halls 26 und 25

ctional quality of medical care without

(ca. 19,000 m²)

neglecting the needs of patients and

EQUIPMENT: 808 beds, Computed Tomography (CT), Ultrasound

employees. The Corona Treatment Centre is a hybrid between

equipment, Mobile x-ray equipment, Emergency laboratory

a modern hospital and a temporary field hospital, following the

(blood gas analysis), Equipment for bronchoscopies

highest standards of hygiene and safety measures for treating

MATERIALS USED: 3 km of traverses for lines and cables in

highly infectious patients while focusing on the essential and

hall 26 (electrical, IT, medical gases), 6 km of copper pipe for

vital elements of medical care.

oxygen lines, 800 m of potable water pipes and 600 m of sewage

For the nursing and medical staff, a modular building with

water pipes, 110 km of power lines, 20 km of network cables

changing rooms, offices and lounges was built outside the

– Hygienic installation of the ventilations system (flow rate

exhibition hall.

1.006.000 m³/h) – Oxygen tank with a capacity of 50,000 L.
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